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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
A HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INTEGRATED APPROACH FOR
ADAPTIVE THREAD MANAGEMENT IN MULTICORE MULTITHREADED
MICROPROCESSORS
by
Lichen Weng
Florida International University, 2012
Miami, Florida
Professor Chen Liu, Major Professor
The Multicore Multithreaded Microprocessor maximizes parallelism on a chip
for the optimal system performance, such that its popularity is growing rapidly in
high-performance computing. It increases the complexity in resource distribution
on a chip by leading it to two directions: isolation and unification. On one hand,
multiple cores are implemented to deliver the computation and memory accessing
resources to more than one thread at the same time. Nevertheless, it limits the
threads’ access to resources in different cores, even if extensively demanded. On
the other hand, simultaneous multithreaded architectures unify the domestic execu-
tion resources together for concurrently running threads. In such an environment,
threads are greatly affected by the inter-thread interference. Moreover, the impacts
of the complicated distribution are enlarged by variation in workload behaviors. As
a result, the microprocessor requires an adaptive management scheme to schedule
threads throughout different cores and coordinate them within cores.
In this study, an adaptive thread management scheme was proposed, integrat-
ing both hardware and software approaches. The instruction fetch policy at the
hardware level took the responsibility by prioritizing domestic threads, while the
Operating System scheduler at the software level was used to pair threads dynami-
vi
cally to multiple cores. The tie between them was the proposed online linear model,
which was dynamically constructed for every thread based on data misses by the
regression algorithm. Consequently, the hardware part of the proposed scheme
proactively granted higher priority to the threads with less predicted long-latency
loads, expecting they would better utilize the shared execution resources. Mean-
while, the software part was invoked by such a model upon significant changes in
the execution phases and paired threads with different demands to the same core to
minimize competition on the chip. The proposed scheme was compared to its peer
designs and overall 43% speedup was achieved by the integrated approach over the
combination of two baseline policies in hardware and software, respectively. The
overhead was examined carefully regarding power, area, storage and latency, as well
as the relationship between the overhead and the performance.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
High performance is greatly pursued in the microprocessor design and nowadays
parallelism plays an essential role. The Multicore Multithreaded MicroProcessor
(MMMP) employs different levels of parallelism to generate more throughput. Via
implementing multiple cores in a processor, the Thread-Level Parallelism (TLP) is
well utilized [1]. Further in the same core, the implementation of multiple threads
is able to maximize on-chip parallelism, which is especially true for the Simultane-
ous Multithreading (SMT) architectures [2]. The SMT is defined as fully shared
execution resources by several concurrently running threads in the same core, such
that both TLP and Instruction-Level Parallelism (ILP) are utilized [3]. However,
“Memory Wall” issues [4] still exit in such architectures, and may introduce great
impacts on thread performance and system throughput. Moreover, due to the com-
plexity of resource allocation and the variation in workload behaviors, it becomes
more difficult to manage the shared resources in the MMMP. Thus more efforts, even
innovative approaches, are required to manage the MMMP for better utilization of
the resources and thus higher performance.
1.1 The Motivation
The MMMP increases the complexity in resource distribution, and thus the diffi-
culty in resource management. In particular, there are two opposite scenarios in
distributing the on-chip resources in the MMMP: isolation and unification. On one
hand, since several physical cores are implemented on the chip, the resources are
isolated within different cores. Although it is used to explore the TLP, it makes a
thread unable to access the resource in other cores. This issue is especially undesired
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when certain resources are idle in one core, but highly utilized in another core. It
reduces the probability to schedule in a nature or heuristic way, such that resources
are utilized comprehensively. On the other hand, threads in the same core live on
the domestic resources jointly. As a result, the thread behavior is not independent
any more, but rather has universal impacts on domestic threads and even threads
in other cores. Thread performance may be degraded because of severe competition
for the same resource, as well as inappropriate resource allocation, e.g., ignorance of
threads’ resource demands. Therefore, it requires well-defined management scheme
in the complex architecture to optimally utilize the hardware resources [2].
The complexity in hardware is not the only motivation, but workload variation
also prompts a novel design. The phase behavior has been studied by dozens of
researchers, which indicates workload behavior is somewhere between chaotic and
periodic [5]. Phases exist in most workloads with granularity from thousands of
instructions to millions of instructions. Within a phase, workload may exhibit sim-
ilar or stable behaviors, with respect to retired instructions, memory accesses and
resource demands. There are a few decent designs that explore phase behaviors for
better system performance, but most of them result from a fixed doctrine or a uni-
versal assumption. In order to better make use of certainty in the phase behaviors,
we advocate monitoring phase changes in a more active way, such that the system
resources are allocated adaptively in observance of the varying demands.
1.2 Scope of the Study
Among different levels of resource management schemes, this study is focused on
two: the hardware scheduling policy that is executed at the architectural level,
and the software scheduling policy that usually happens at the Operating System
(OS) level. Hardware scheduling policies take the responsibility to manage the
2
fully shared execution resource within a core, while their approaches may involve
prioritization at the fetch stage based on memory accesses and thread behaviors.
Hence the instruction fetch policy is a critical entry to allocate resources among
simultaneous threads, which exactly belongs to the spectrum of this study. On the
other hand, a fundamental objective of software scheduling policies is to increase
system throughput in high-performance computing, while load balancing and power
and thermal control might also be embedded. This study focuses on higher per-
formance by scheduling, and thus it expects that the proposed design to overcome
the boundary among different cores. In summary, both policies share the similar
objective to better utilize system resources and the effectiveness of their decisions
are highly dependent on workload behaviors. However, they may have the followed
dissimilarities:
• Target: A software scheduling policy mainly manages threads across multiple
cores while a hardware scheduling policy adjusts threads and their instructions
in the same core;
• Granularity: A software scheduling policy’s decisions are usually valid for
millions of CPU cycles while a hardware scheduling policy may evaluate every
clock cycle;
• Accessibility: A software scheduling policy is designed from a top-down view
over multiple cores while a hardware scheduling policy is often embedded in
computer architecture within every core.
Therefore, the two scheduling policies are not mutually exclusive, but rather have
the potential to form a symbiotic relationship. In such a relationship, they are
expected to work collaboratively to overcome the natural gap between hardware
and software for optimal resource allocation.
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Consequently, this study proposes an Adaptive Thread Management Scheme
(ATMS) in the MMMP, and the merit lies in integration and adaptability. The
integration refers to the active collaboration between hardware (the architectural
level) and software (the OS level). It includes, first of all, the mutually beneficial
relationship between the OS and the computer architecture. The software scheduling
policy provides the architectural level with a proper working environment based on
universal hardware resources and thread demands. Meanwhile, the thread demands
are collected and partially analyzed at the architectural level and passed to the
OS level for even better scheduling. Secondly, it also refers to the cooperation to
reinforce management goals at different levels. The software scheduling policy is able
to utilize multiple cores to explore TLP for better performance, while it relies on the
hardware scheduling policy to further maximize TLP and ILP. The SMT scheduling
policy continues the management scheme to fully utilize the shared resource at the
pipeline level.
On the other hand, in account for the variation in thread behavior, adaptabil-
ity is explored through constructing the online model without a priori knowledge,
such that the ATMS is capable of accessing the critical demands for better resource
allocation, in spite of the varying thread behaviors. As they change, the proposed
scheme samples the new phases and the periodic information is extracted mathemat-
ically. Therefore, the varying behaviors along the execution of a certain workload
and various behaviors among different workloads are better summarized to guide
both hardware and software scheduling policies. As a result, adaptability is reached
in the proposed design.
4
1.3 Significance of the Study
The MMMP is widely adopted as a critical trend in the design of the next-generation
microprocessor. There have been some initial products in the commercial market
already, including the Intel R© CoreTMprocessor family [6, 7], the IBM R© Power7 [8]
and the Intel R© XeonTM[9]. Even though such designs are able to achieve higher
performance than previous generations, their resource efficiency might not be op-
timized until well-designed scheduling policy is implemented [3]. It means there
is more difficulty and thus larger potential for better utilization of the hardware
resources in the MMMP. Consequently, the proposed scheme makes the MMMP
fully utilize the existing hardware resources, and adaptively distribute the shared
resources according to the thread demands. Hence, the contributions of this research
fall into four aspects:
1. Constructed the online linear model to estimate threads’ resource demand for
the architectural level and the OS level with no a priori knowledge;
2. Prioritized the threads proactively in a core such that the shared resources in
the SMT core were utilized efficiently;
3. Scheduled threads adaptively according to their resource usage in a sustainable
approach;
4. Integrated the hardware and software scheduling policies to further fulfill the
responsibility of resource management.
As far as the overall system performance is concerned, the proposed scheme
will optimize the resource allocation in the MMMP. As mentioned above, both
isolation and unification exist in resource distribution in the MMMP. The ATMS
takes into consideration the overall hardware resources and thread demands, such
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that the thread scheduling is optimized by dynamic manipulation. Though the
software scheduling policy is at the OS level, the resource demands are collected and
processed directly at the architectural level, which provides the software part with
better observation. Furthermore, scalability is a critical challenge as the number
of cores and threads increases, so the OS scheduling policy has to transmit partial
management goals to the architectural level. In such a case, the ATMS strives to use
multiple levels of efforts to achieve the management objective in a complex hardware
environment. As a result, the hardware and software scheduling policies work jointly
as the ATMS exploits both TLP and ILP for optimal system performance.
From the perspective of the threads, they are more likely to obtain the demanded
resources and to be less affected by neighbor threads in the complicated environ-
ment. In the MMMP, the resources are isolated in different cores, meaning there
are merely limited resources shared by domestic threads in a single core. When the
proposed design pairs threads that demand different resources in the core, the con-
tention for the same resource is minimized. Hence they are better satisfied by the
limited resource budget through the proposed scheme. Furthermore, the threads
sharing pipeline resources are less affected by Long-Latency Loads (LLL). When
some threads suffer from the LLL, other threads are able to send more instructions
to utilize the shared execution resources, which has minimal impact on the waiting
threads.
1.4 The Dissertation Organization
The background information has been introduced in this chapter to show the moti-
vation and contribution of this study in an intuitive tone. In Chapter 2, theoretical
perspective is taken to examine the related research. It first introduces the hard-
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ware architecture that the ATMS will be implemented in, and then reviews existing
scheduling policies in the SMT environment and in the multicore environment.
The ATMS is introduced by addressing three technical topics in Chapters 3, 4
and 5, respectively:
1. Online Linear Model (OLM): It is constructed during execution and up-
dated continuously, such that it ensures adaptability of the proposed scheme.
2. Regression-based Algorithm to Prioritize Threads (RAPT): The hard-
ware scheduling policy utilizes the OLM at the architectural level to predict
future thread demands in prioritizing simultaneous threads.
3. Hardware-assisted Scheduling Policy (HASP): The software scheduling
policy explores adaptability in the OLM through pairing threads dynamically
across multiple cores at the OS level.
After the hardware and software scheduling policies, the aggregation of different
components is proposed in Chapter 6. Their performance, i.e., system throughput
and average thread performance, is presented with appropriate overheads integrated,
such that the proposed designs are validated comprehensively. Eventually, Chapter
7 concludes this dissertation and recommends some interesting future work.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE AND LITERATURE REVIEW
The related studies are reviewed comprehensively in this chapter. There are several
theoretical aspects that should be clarified before a new scheme is proposed:
1. Architectural development of the MMMP
2. Multithreaded scheduling policies
3. Multicore scheduling policies
4. The phase behavior
The first topic in Chapter 2.1 is the hardware architecture that this study is focused
on, while Chapter 2.2 and 2.3 belong to hardware and software levels respectively.
You will find they are usually designed separately by other researchers, but will be
collaborating closely in the proposed design, which is the major innovation of this
study. Chapter 2.4 is about the resource demands of the workloads.
2.1 Hardware Architecture of the MMMP
The MMMP is composed of two architectural designs: the multicore architecture
and the multithreaded architecture. The former one designs several physical cores
on the same chip, such that threads in different cores can explore TLP greatly.
The latter one employs the Thread Context (TC) to implement logical cores in
the same physical core. They share most execution resources in the same core to
maximize the parallelism on the chip. An example of studied two-core four-threaded
microprocessor is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: An example of two-core four-threaded microprocessor
2.1.1 The SMT Architecture
Furthermore, the SMT was first proposed as a multi-streamed superscalar processor
by Yamamoto et al. [10]. The authors validated the idea mainly via mathematical
analysis, though system performance was obtained from emulation. They did not
compare the proposed design with other similar architectures, but rather focused
on the difference between the simulated results and the predicted results. Tullsen
et al. [11] proposed the architecture named SMT, in which several threads compete
for each of the issue slots in each cycle. The difference was studied among the SMT,
fine-grain multithreaded, single-issue and dual-issue designs. In general, the multi-
threaded architecture is able to minimize the vertical waste, while the SMT further
reduces the horizontal waste in microprocessors [12]. Assuming two simultaneous
threads T0 and T1 are implemented in the core, the example of minimized horizon-
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tal and vertical waste from the single-threaded architecture to the SMT architecture
is shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Minimization of the horizontal and vertical waste by the SMT
Given an SMT core that is able to fetch instructions from multiple threads and
its critical ability to issue and execute instructions from multiple threads at ev-
ery clock cycle [13, 2], the computer architecture requires a policy that defines the
fetched sources. Practically, the policy is noted as an instruction fetch policy, which
concludes the priorities of domestic threads in the fetch stage for the fetch engine.
It is of great importance to the performance of the SMT core, because it defines
the instructions that utilize the shared resources in the pipeline. Therefore, it is
expected to allocate the shared resources in the SMT core to those instructions and
threads that have the ability to better utilize them, such that the system through-
put is maximized and so is the overall performance. As a result, instruction fetch
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policies are widely studied as a convenient and effective scheduling policy in the
SMT environment, which will be the focus at the hardware level in this study.
2.1.2 The Multicore Architecture
The multicore architecture is mainly focused on Job-Level Parallelism (JLP) and
TLP via executing several threads in different cores on the same chip [14]. Its design
comes with two flavors: the heterogeneous architecture and the homogeneous archi-
tecture. There are several different cores on the chip in a heterogeneous design. For
example, in IBM R© Cell Broadband EngineTM[15], the threads are processed by one
Power Processing Element (PPE) and then distributed to several Synergistic Pro-
cessing Elements (SPE). The performance improvement may be achieved when the
parallel threads are executed by multiple SPEs, while sequential threads by the the
PPE running at a higher frequency [1]. On the other hand, a unique example of the
homogeneous multicore microprocessor is the Intel R© Single Chip Cloud Computer
[16], on which 48 identical cores are implemented. It does not employ a separate
core to manage the threads but may rely on the multicore scheduling policy in the
OS to fully utilize the shared resources in cores.
Considering multiple cores on a chip, the resources are isolated among different
cores. Without a thread management scheme, threads are able to access merely
resources within the same core. Meanwhile, the threads in a core jointly share the
local resources, such that the utilization of the resources are defined by the thread
scheduling. Some resources may be highly demanded in a core, while rarely used
in another core. From the perspective of threads, their resource demands could
not be met because of the resource isolation, even though there are in total enough
hardware resources on the chip. As a result, a multicore scheduling policy is needed
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to manage the threads across different cores, and it ought to take into consideration
the resource unification by the SMT architecture as well.
2.2 Scheduling in the SMT Architecture
The instruction fetch policy was originally set as Round-Robin by Yamamoto et
al. [10], meaning all threads were fetched alternatively. In order to improve the
performance of the SMT architectures, Tullsen et al. [17] proposed the ICOUNT
to assign the priority according to the in-flight instructions. It assumed that the
threads with fewer instructions in front-end stages in the pipeline were able to retire
more instructions than other threads. As to the system throughput, those threads
were expected to committee more instructions in the future and thus were favored
in the fetch stage. However, it was argued that the ICOUNT might attach too much
importance to high throughput thread, and Tullsen et al. realized that the Long-
Latency Load (LLL) was the major obstacle to full utilization of the shared resources
[17]. As a result, the LLL will be explained in Chapter 2.2.1, and then the hardware
scheduling policies that were related to the LLL will be discussed. After that, the
policies based on machine learning will be reviewed as well. Moreover, some other
policies were proposed for parallel workloads, which have their own characteristics
compared to multiprogramming workloads.
2.2.1 The Long-Latency Load
The LLL refers to a miss in the last level cache (LLC), and is caused by the “Memory
Wall” [18]. LLC misses lead a thread to wait for the data from lower memory
hierarchy, which costs much more time than most operations in the pipeline and
data from caches. Empirically the latency is increased from several CPU cycles for
the L1 cache to hundreds of CPU cycles for main memory. Due to dependence among
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instructions, the thread suffering from the LLL will eventually stall. Consequently,
it denies the instruction fetch policies that have biased favor on high-throughput
threads, because of the “Memory Wall” and limit ILP [19]. Moreover, the dependent
instructions are still floating in the pipeline, occupying the shared resources such
as ReOrder Buffer (ROB) and Instruction Queue (IQ). These resources are limited
in the SMT architecture and may be demanded by other threads for immediate
advancement. As a result, most SMT scheduling policies after the ICOUNT are
related to the LLL issue.
2.2.2 Instruction Fetch Policies for the LLC
Given the speed of the memory system develops slower than that of processors,
it is less likely that this issue can be solved before long [20]. Therefore, several
instruction fetch polices were proposed to deal with the LLL in the SMT.
The Stall and the Flush [21] were both based on the LLL, i.e., L2 cache misses,
which were recognized by the system some time after a load. The Stall policy
stopped the thread experiencing any L2 cache miss from further fetching, because
such a thread was less likely to use more resources efficiently. Nevertheless, the
resources being occupied by such a thread could not be released until the data come
back. More aggressively than the Stall, the Flush expelled the instructions from such
thread to release the occupied resources. Hence, those resources would be available
for other threads. It ensured the utilization of shared resources, but required extra
overhead for flushing and re-fetching. The essential difference between the Stall
and the Flush was whether to release the occupied resources or not. Actually they
might lead to different performance depending on the resource budget in the SMT.
Consequently, Cazorla et al. [22] proposed to improve the Stall and the Flush, such
that at least one thread was active in the pipeline. In particular, the oldest stalled
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thread was resumed when the final active thread was suspended due to a new LLC
miss. They further proposed the Flush++ to enjoy the advantages of both the
Stall and the Flush. The Flush++ executed the improved Stall when the system
resource was relatively enough, i.e., there were up to four threads in the processor,
while followed the improved Flush when the resources were limited, i.e., more than
four threads.
2.2.3 Proactive Instruction Fetch Policies
Considering it may be late to act upon a LLC miss, some other instruction fetch
policies would rather depend on a L1 cache miss, such that they would respond to
the LLL in advance. They were expected to minimize the inefficient occupancy on
the shared resources. El-Moursy et al. [23] proposed the Data Miss Gating (DG)
to observe the L1 cache miss, and stopped a thread from fetching when it had n
outstanding L1 cache misses. Although they studied several values, n = 1 has been
widely discussed. It resulted in an instruction fetch policy that suspended a thread
when there was unsolved L1 cache miss associated with it, which was obviously
different from previous work.
Actually, the overhead here to stop a thread with any outstanding L1 cache miss
was still high, because the basic concept of the SMT was to utilize more instructions
from different threads. In the DG, it might happen that most threads were stopped,
such that a lot of resources were idle due to lack of instructions. Therefore, Cazorla
et al. [24] proposed the Data Cache Warn (DWarn) to adjust the priority without
stalling. The DWarn was also based on L1 cache misses, but it reduced the threads’
priority with unsolved L1 cache misses in the fetch stage. Consequently, such threads
were fetched when other threads without any unsolved L1 cache miss could not
satisfy the fetch width. The DWarn strived to keep the fetch width as full as
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possible, such that the shared resources were utilized by more instructions. Overall,
it generated more system throughput than other instruction fetch polices according
to their study. In summary, the proactive instruction fetch policies relied on the
relationship between L1 and L2 data misses, but there is rarely a precise description
about it. Given the execution phases in workloads behaviors, a better observation on
the relationship between L1 and L2 data misses, and thus the workload behaviors,
would benefit the instruction fetch policies in the STM architectures.
2.2.4 More SMT Scheduling Policies
Furthermore, several studies explored more design spaces in the architectural level
as well as in the software level. They were not typical instruction fetch policies,
and usually involved the OS in algorithmic computation. Therefore, they might
face challenges: high overhead and low adaptability. The overhead is mainly intro-
duced by submitting information to the OS, interrupting the OS and calculating
algorithmic parameters; while the disadvantage in adaptability is due to the fail-
ure to consider execution phases. Consequently, this study ought to target at an
instruction fetch policy that is equipped with low overhead and high adaptability.
Cazorla et al. [24] proposed to collect the information of registers and classify
instructions with respect to integer, floating-point and load/store units, such that
the resource usage was summarized. They assumed the threads without any out-
standing L1 cache miss hardly needed any memory accessing resources, while those
experiencing L1 cache misses could not perform better even if they were provided
with extra computation resources. Therefore, threads fell into different groups with
pre-defined resource quotas and fetch throttling was employed to enforce such quo-
tas. On the other hand, Wang et al. [25] evaluated thread efficiency via monitoring
resource entries and committed instructions. They introduced the Committed In-
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struction Per Resource Entry (CIPRE) to indicate the resource usage efficiency.
Consequently, the threads that were capable of retiring more instructions with less
resource entries were favored by the system, and it would fetch more instructions
from them to improve the overall resource efficiency and thus system throughput,
at the expense of hardware counters and the CIPRE computation by the OS.
Choi et al. [26] proposed to achieve the optimal performance via Hill-climbing.
The system estimated the impacts of different resource distributions via actually
executing them for one epoch. The best observation was employed for future epochs
and gradually the optimal resource distribution was realized in the SMT environ-
ment. Obviously this scheduling policy introduced considerable hardware overhead
in monitoring resource and evaluating performance in the OS.
Recently, as in-order execution is employed again by some modern processors,
e.g., the Single Chip Cloud Computer by Intel R© [16], research on the combination
of in-order and out-of-order execution was done by Wang et al. [27]. They selected
the dependent instructions of a cache miss and arranged them in an individual
queue, which was closely related to the instruction queue. When the data came
back and such instructions were ready, they were executed in-order in the pipeline.
This design reduced instruction window occupancy rate and could be implemented
together with other fetch policies.
2.2.5 SMT Scheduling for Parallel Programmes
Originally the multithreaded workloads used by Tullsen et al. were composed of
multiple independent threads, e.g., benchmarks from SPEC95, which we call multi-
programming. The communication among threads increases rapidly when parallel
programmes are employed e.g., Splash [28], SPECjbb [29] and RUBiS [30]. Some
scheduling efforts were finished at the granularity of instructions, and they are ad-
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dressed here. Later contexts will discuss about the multicore scheduling policies for
parallel programmes.
Long et al. [31] proposed to detect the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD)
portion in the benchmark, such that it requires only one instruction fetch for different
threads. If the identical instructions required the same input, the execution was
limited to one time while the results were duplicated to different threads. This design
utilized preliminary analysis for less work in fetching and execution. Meanwhile,
Cheng et al. [32] proposed to arrange memory accessing instructions according
to the system capability. They justified the thread resource demands via Misses
Per Kilo Instructions (MPKI). Assuming redundant memory accesses at the same
time were not efficient, the system tried to schedule threads such that memory
accesses were under a threshold. The threshold was called Memory Task Limit in
the system, which was managed to achieve better performance. Bhattacharjee et al.
[33] investigated thread criticality by the weighted summation of L1 and L2 misses,
such that future thread behaviors were predicted based on the history information.
The voltage and frequency were scaled in accordance with the thread criticality
predictor (TCP), such that the power consumption is reduced, instead of improved
system throughput.
Similarly in other designs about the parallel programmes in the multicore archi-
tecture, e.g., [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40], there seemed to be more potential due to
more communications among threads than a single program. It easily overwhelms
the cost to migrate threads across different cores, such that improvement is virtu-
ally deterministic for parallel programmes [37]. However, to find out the critical
sections in parallel programmes, a priori knowledge is sometime required, e.g., [34],
which reduced the adaptability greatly. Some other designs, e.g., [36, 37, 38, 39],
were highly dependent on history information, and failed to adopt a statistical view
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about workload behaviors. Moreover, Kokku et al. [35] and Cai et al. [40] mainly
targeted at less power consumption by network processors.
In summary, they all agreed that the critical sections ought to be recognized
and improved in the scheduling policy. Moreover, reducing the communication time
within parallel programmes was convenient for performance improvement, especially
when compilers were employed for a priori knowledge, e.g., [41, 31, 40]. However,
possible contribution from the instruction fetch policy was underestimated, and the
mutual impacts among different programmes, similar to the inter-thread interference
for multi-programming workloads, were not addressed well.
2.3 Multicore Scheduling in the OS
There are many OS scheduling policies proposed for parallel architectures, and the
majority of them reside in the OS at the software level. The underlying hard-
ware architecture may be either homogeneous or heterogeneous, but they are not
mutually exclusive, because homogenous cores exist partially in a heterogeneous ar-
chitecture. For example, IBM R© Cell Broadband EngineTM[15] has identical SPEs.
Consequently, the research on homogeneous architectures in this study is eligible for
both areas. Furthermore, parallel architectures are extensively employed in clusters
or cloud computing. They might not be exactly the same as a Chip MultiProcessor
(CMP), in terms of more traffic through I/O interfaces and network communica-
tions, but their results are valuable in designing a multicore scheduling policy in the
OS. In other words, the proposed schemes will be easily converted to a scheduling
policy for cloud computing.
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2.3.1 Homogeneous Microprocessors
The multicore scheduling policies are widely studied to pursue various goals, and
high performance is a major one. Especially in the MMMP, the resources are dis-
tributed across different cores, so the way in which the threads are scheduled defines
how the resources are utilized [2].
In the environment of the Single-core Multithreaded Microprocessor (SMMP)
with the SMT, Snavely et al. [42] proposed the symbiotic scheduling policy to mix
jobs with different priorities together, such that the system throughput was increased
due to multithreading and co-scheduling. Furthermore, scheduling based on cache
usage in the Multicore Single-threaded Microprocessor (MSMP) was studied in [43,
44, 45]. They modified the scheduling policy in the Linux kernel, and the cache
usage was balanced among private caches of different cores. However, they did not
discuss the unique characteristic of the MMMP with the SMT, that potential for
better performance could be explored through fully utilizing the execution resources
by several concurrent threads.
Zhuravlev et al. [46] concluded that the dominant factor in the MMMP is the
contention for resource lower than LLCs, e.g., the DRAM controller, the Front Side
Bus (FSB) and prefetch requests. It was found that better performance could be
achieved by pairing threads with different demands for such resources [47], com-
pared to scheduling threads with similar demands to the same core. More system
throughput was generated by the proposed scheduling policy, but it did not con-
duct real-time migration, so the policy was a static dispatching policy with a priori
knowledge. Radojkovic et al. executed a large quantity of task assignments among
all possible combinations, such that the best observed one was statistically within
the top performance group [48]. Their design spent 2 hours on executing every 5000
assignments, and every new set of threads needed such a process. Other studies such
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as [49, 50, 46] conducted online manipulation for better scheduling, but fixed epochs
with respect to CPU cycles, e.g., 100 million CPU cycles, were employed in their
designs. It could not adapt to the various workload behaviors during execution.
2.3.2 Heterogenous Microprocessors
Aside from scheduling within the homogeneous domain, the coordination throughout
multiple heterogenous cores also helps improve system performance. Fundamentally,
the Amdahl’s Law [51] pointed out two sources for performance improvement: the
serial part and the parallel part. Hence, a more powerful core, e.g., higher frequency
and voltage, can be used to execute the serial part, while exploring TLP by several
less power cores [1, 52, 53, 54] for the parallel part. This approach is able to speedup
both parts, such that the overall system throughput is increased. However, they did
not address the resource sharing in the heterogeneous cores, so they would further
need the scheduling policies for homogeneous cores to manage multiple identical
cores. Furthermore, the scenario to identify the serial part and parallel part is a
great challenge. Eyerman et al. [55, 56] proposed an off-line analysis tool to examine
the Cycle Per Instruction (CPI) breakdowns for the parallel applications, and then
use the results to estimate threads’ demands during execution. In order to work in
the multithreaded environment, a thread was sampled when it was running alone
and then comprehensively running with other threads, such that a better scheduling
was concluded [57]. Even though they specified hardware counters for their design,
the execution of a thread alone and with other threads should not be a prerequisite
for a design.
As a result, even though we see a convenient objective in the scheduling policy in
heterogeneous microprocessors, the necessary information is rarely available during
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execution. In order to develop an adaptive scheduling policy, a better observation
on the various workloads behaviors remains an open question.
2.3.3 Allocation of Memory Resources
Some researchers proposed to manage the shared resources by coordinating accesses
to the memory hierarchy, especially the cache [58, 59, 60, 61]. They spent many ef-
forts on monitoring memory accesses by different threads, so the scalability of their
designs might not be promising in larger systems. Moreover, because real mem-
ory accesses happen when an instruction is ready to retire, such approaches could
not take the action proactively enough to prevent the inefficient occupancy on the
shared resource in the pipeline. Studies such as [62, 63] proposed complex algorithm
to allocate the cache resources to different threads, but their biased scheduling in the
cache system may affect user experience and thus reduce Quality of Service (QoS).
It was studied by Liu et al. [2] that to evenly divide the cache among correspond-
ing threads results in superior performance given its relatively low complexity and
overhead.
2.3.4 Scheduling Policies in Cluster
Even though they do not share exactly the same architecture with multicore mi-
croprocessors, scheduling policies in many-node clusters are meaningful and useful.
They shared the similar concept with our study that resource demands ought to be
considered in scheduling. Weinberg et al. [64] proposed the symbiotic space-sharing
in a many-node supercomputer. They argued that a single job on the node could
not fully utilize the resources, so it was better in terms of resource efficiency to
co-schedule some other jobs. As a result, they utilized the idle resources in nodes
via executing background jobs at a lower priority than the primary jobs in the same
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node. Sodan et al. [65] proposed to schedule jobs according to their resource de-
mands, which are CPU-bound, disk-bound and network-bound. Even though they
mentioned the SMT architecture, in their cluster each node was equipped with in-
dependent hierarchical memory system. The difference between the MMMP and
their cluster is the resources lower than the LLC, such as the DRAM controller, the
FSB and prefecth requests. Moreover, Frachtenberg et al. [66] proposed to classify
processes into several categories with descending priorities for scheduling in a many-
node system. The categorization was in accordance with thread’s synchronization
requirement and CPU utilization. Although they provided some hints to classify
the processes dynamically, their criteria were mainly based on the CPU time and
communication time in the network, which was not applied to the shared resources
in the SMT.
2.3.5 Thread Replacement
Compared to a static dispatching policy, a dynamic multicore scheduling policy
that moves threads across different domains is better at ensuring the scheduling
objective [46]. Therefore, most multicore scheduling policies, such as [42, 43, 46,
64, 65], involved dynamic thread migration. Essentially, the total improvement
to the system is the difference between the suspending time during migration and
the reduced execution time by migrating, so the overhead introduced by migrating
threads plays a critical role in defining the final performance.
The overhead conceptually results from rescheduling the process to another hard-
ware thread on another core, manipulating the page table and warming up a new
cache in a homogeneous multicore architecture [67]. If there is a heterogeneous
architecture, binary translation and state transformation are further required to ex-
ecute the task in a new Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) [68]. There are many
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researchers who conducted the studies on easier and more efficient migrations, such
as [68, 69, 70, 71], but they were focused on the heterogeneous architectures, and
were unable to reduce the overhead to completely zero.
Moreover, DeVuyst et al. [68] found that the unit overhead of migration is highly
dependent on the underlying architecture, the characteristic of the victim threads
and the difference between the source and the destined environment. Consequently,
we would like to emphasize the followed points in this study:
1. This study is focused on higher performance at a given overhead, while it does
not fall into our scope to reduce the unit overhead.
2. This study is based on the homogeneous architectures and thus the overhead
is due to rescheduling and warming up.
3. The performance of the proposed schemes will be discussed with the overhead
properly considered.
2.4 The Shared Resources and Workload Behaviors
In the followed context, we will first of all examine the shared resources. There
have been several approaches to monitor the resources, such that the utilization was
summarized. The second part is about the workload behaviors. The related studies
have spent great efforts on analyzing the demands in different phases along execu-
tion, and among different workloads. The results paly an essential role in scheduling
instructions and thread in the multithreaded architecture and the multicore archi-
tecture.
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2.4.1 The Shared Resources
It provides better abstraction to divide the shared resources in the MMMP into
two categories: computation resources and memory accessing resources [66]. The
former one involves execution resources in the pipeline as well as the high-level
caches. State-of-the-art design of fast cache is at similar speed with the CPU clock,
meaning its latency is around 1 – 2 CPU cycles. Therefore, the accesses to high-
level cache belong to usage of computation resources. On the other hand, lower
memory hierarchical systems are memory accessing resources, which include low-
level memory hierarchy, the DRAM controller, the FSB and prefetch requests. In
quantity, Zhu et al. [72] provided the Cycle Per Instruction (CPI) portions to
express the usage. The overall CPI was decomposed into computing, L1, L2, L3
and main memory accessing. The sum of the first two parameters suggested the
usage of computation resources, while others were considered as memory accessing
resources. Sharing the same concept, the cache miss rate was used as the metric by
Cazorla et al. [73].
2.4.2 Demands along Execution
From the perspective of threads, their resource demands can be described in such a
categorization. Take cache miss rate as an example [73]: the threads with miss rate
no less than 1% are considered to mainly utilize memory accessing resources, such
that their performance is Memory Intensive (MI). On the contrary, the threads with
cache miss rate less than 1% belong to the Computation Intensive (CI) category.
This categorization is widely used in constructing multi-programming workloads.
Depending on the benchmark category, a multiprogramming workload may be pure,
i.e., CI or MI, or blended, i.e., BD. The similar result is available from summarizing
misses over retired instructions, e.g., Misses Per Kilo (1024) Instructions (MPKI)
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in [32, 74, 45] and Misses Per Million (1024× 1024) Instructions (MPMI). It follows
the natural pace of the thread, rather than any specific execution environment.
Thus, the MPKI or the MPMI are better at telling the thread resource demands
in spite of the architectural specification. Considering execution phases [5], thread
demands in terms of the MPKI or the MPMI partially shows phase behaviors along
the execution of a single workload.
Duesterwald et al. studied the prediction along the execution of a single thread.
Their designs were focused on the correlation among different performance metrics,
e.g., IPC and cache misses, and had no consideration for inter-thread interference
[75]. Other categorizations were proposed as Colors [76] and Animals [77], which had
more categories for the threads and thus more information was represented by the
categorization. Furthermore, there were designs focused on the demands of threads
[43, 77, 78, 79, 80], but their designs required a priori knowledge, and thus were
not qualified for a real-time approach. For example, Chen et al. [80] involved deep
profiling in the source code, searching for instructional dependency, data locality,
instruction mixture and control flows.
2.4.3 Demands among Workloads
Pereira et al. [81] proposed to dynamically identify phase based on traces of the
workloads. It obviously required analysis before the workloads were actually exe-
cuted on the machine. Inspired by the Branch Predictor in the computer architec-
ture, other studies [82, 83, 84] employed history patterns at different levels, e.g.,
global or local, to predict the execution phases. The basic concept of their ap-
proaches was not adaptive enough for the execution phases, because the answer of
a basic predictor is simply True or False. In order to further understand the work-
load demands, their approaches were associated with more hardware resources, such
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as phase information tables, though its consistency with the prediction remains an
open question.
The term Critical Section is mostly applied to parallel programmes, which is
the serial part in the execution and defines the total execution time. Hollingworth
[85] was the first to insert segments to the source code and monitor the program
during execution to identify the critical sections. Recent studies such as Age-based
approach [86] and Bottleneck Identification and Scheduling (BIS) [87] were also
assisted by the source code, the library and/or the compiler in differentiating the
applications. Even though prediction is proposed by Fields et al. [88, 89], their
predictor was Program Counter(PC)-indexed and trace-based. Some other studies,
e.g., [90, 91], obtained the representative information of the underlying architecture,
and then estimated the performance of the applications. Their employment of the
a priori knowledge hardly helps apply their designs to various environments.
Ebrahimi et al. [41] identified the serial parts in the parallel applications, and
increased their priorities in the memory scheduler, such that the application moves
faster to the parallel parts that may be executed by multiple threads and/or cores.
Cai et al. [40] relied on the hint instructions inserted into the source code, and
thus the execution of a loop would trigger new scheduling decisions. However, they
attached little importance to inter-program interference, which is more universal in
both parallel workloads and multi-programmed workloads.
Therefore, inter-thread interference further increases the difficulty in utilizing
execution phases for scheduling policies. Most of current studies rely on analysis in
advance in order to predict during the actual execution. When a priori knowledge
is not available, the prediction is shrunk to PC-based, so that the detailed charac-
teristics of the execution phases cannot be easily unveiled. On the other hand, the
focus on the critical section in parallel programmes underestimates the importance
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of inter-thread interference, such that an adaptive and practical approach to identify
execution phases is high desired.
2.5 Summary of the Related Work
In this chapter, we first of all examined the underling hardware in this study, which
was the multicore multithreaded architecture. It introduced two distinguished im-
pacts on the resources in an MMMP: unification and isolation. It meant the re-
sources were shared by domestic threads within a core, but isolated among different
cores. Meanwhile, the varying behavior of various workloads were spotted by a lot
of researchers, and most of them would like to better use the execution phases to
guide the scheduling in the MMMP. As a result, we recognized two major problems
in the studied area: complexity in resource allocation and variation in workload
behaviors.
In order to provide a solution to the problems, integration and adaptability will
be proposed in this study. In this chapter, we have reviewed many related studies,
and to our best knowledge, their designs were separated by the hardware and the
software, or there has been no collaborative design. On the other hand, the existing
scenarios to identify execution phases were either associated with off-line analysis,
or weak at detailed information of the coming phases. Therefore, the proposed
policies in this study will be an integrated approach, that employs both hardware
and software efforts to cope with the complicated resource allocation in the MMMP;
while they are also adaptive in identifying execution phases and telling more details
about the phases.
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CHAPTER 3
THE ONLINE LINEAR MODEL
Let us start the design from observing workloads of the MMMP. In general, phase
behaviors are seen in most workloads at different granularity, but the repeated be-
havior is somewhere between ideally periodic and totally chaotic. Memory accesses
are major phase behaviors and they show the essential demands of thread in schedul-
ing policies [5, 46]. In practice, it is motivated by the observation in [47], in which a
correlation coefficient of −0.4492 was obtained between L1 and L2 cache miss rates.
Such coefficient hints an interesting relationship between L1 and L2 cache misses,
which is neither linear, e.g., coefficient = 1, nor unrelated, e.g., coefficient = 0. It
summons further investigation for better description, especially from a statistical
perspective.
As a result, the Online Linear Model (OLM) regression is proposed in this chap-
ter in an effort to better investigate into the relationship and the phase behavior.
The proposed design relies on the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) Regression to con-
struct the online model. Though there are a few mathematical approaches available
in constructing models, efficiency is not guaranteed empirically for a sophisticated
implementation. Hence, the estimation is started from the OLS regression in Chap-
ter 3.1. Furthermore, the OLM is designed in Chapter 3.2, and its hardware engines
are built to accommodate its features in Chapter 3.3. Optimization is conducted
to reduce latency and complexity, while other overheads, such as power, area and
storage, are considered as well. Summary of the OLM is written in Chapter 3.4.
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3.1 The OLS Regression
Given that a random variable Y is a function depending only on another random
variable X and their relationship is linear, they can be expressed as:
Y = βX + α + ε (3.1)
where ε is Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ2, while β and α
can be evaluated as βˆ and αˆ through the regression [92]. Therefore βˆ and αˆ are
evaluated:
βˆ = [
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)][
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)
2]−1 (3.2)
αˆ = y¯ − βˆx¯ (3.3)
where x¯ and y¯ are the mean values for X and Y respectively, xi is for misses in the
L1 DCache, yi refers to the data requests that miss in L2 cache and n stands for the
number of samples. The OLS regression is the best among all unbiased estimators
in the sense of having the smallest variance [92, 93].
Furthermore, X and Y are both one-dimension matrices, or vectors, so the simple
regression can be used to calculate the estimators:
βˆ =
Lxy
Lxx
= [
n∑
i=1
xiyi − nx¯y¯][
n∑
i=1
x2i − nx¯
2]−1 (3.4)
And αˆ still uses Equation 3.3. ε is omitted from our model to achieve moderate
simplicity in computation. The beauty of simple regression is to update factors
accumulatively, rather than to re-calculate them completely, and thus it is feasible
to reduce the hardware overhead greatly.
In reality, perfect linear relationship hardly exists, especially between L1 and L2
cache misses along execution, so significance test on the linear relationship may be
used to determine the accuracy of the regression. The total sum of squares (ST )
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is composed of the residual sum of squares (Se) and the regression sum of squares
(SR). As a result, the difference between the estimated values (Yˆ ) and the original
values (Y ) is decomposed into two parts: one resulting from the linear relationship,
i.e., SR, and one caused by other factors, i.e., Se.
F =
SR
Se/(n− 2)
=
n∑
i=1
(yˆi − y¯)
2
n∑
i=1
(yi − yˆi)2/(n− 2)
(3.5)
Given the hypothesis that there exists linear relationship, when the variation mainly
results from the linear relationship, rather than other factors, the linearity hypoth-
esis is true. Hence, the F value of the regression is used to test the significance
level of the model quantitatively [92]. With the required significance level ρ, the
above hypothesis holds when F ≫ Fρ(1, n− 2) is true, where Fρ(1, n− 2) is the F
distribution upon ρ, and n is the number of elements in Y .
3.2 Construction of the OLM
Two modules are needed to construct OLM:
1. Sampling: It collects cache misses information and interrupts other modules
upon newly completed samples.
2. Regression: It performs an iteration of regression as soon as new samples are
available. It also predicts according to the updated sample and the current
model.
3.2.1 The Sampling Module
L1 and L2 data misses are collected in this module, while samples are formed for
every Sampling Period (SP). The model is focused on the relationship between
L1 DCache misses and the consequential L2 cache misses. Even if the L2 cache is
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Figure 3.1: The Online Linear Model of cache misses
unified, we track the data request misses only. Here the Misses Per Kilo Instructions
(MPKI) [32, 74] or the MPMI might be employed, where the SP is 1 kilo (1024) or
1 million (10242) instructions. We feel it is a better metric than miss rate in terms
of quantitatively describing the pressure on the cache system caused by the thread.
Two SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks [94]: bzip2 and art, are taken as an example.
Their MPKIs are collected in some arbitrary segments, which are shown in Figure
3.1.
3.2.2 The Regression Module
Given X as the L1 Data Cache (DCache) MPKI and Y as the data MPKI in L2
cache, the OLS regression is conducted using Equations 3.2 and 3.3 in this module.
The number of samples employed in regression is denoted as the Window Size (WS)
in this study, and {SP, WS} will be used to specify OLM’s configuration. Prediction
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is fulfilled using newly updated L1 data misses and estimators:
yˆ = βˆx+ αˆ (3.6)
where βˆ and αˆ are estimators from the OLS regression, x is the current L1 MPKI,
while yˆ is the predicted value, i.e., the L2 MPKI. Let’s stick to the example in
Figure 3.1, in which 32 samples are recorded in a row, i.e., {1K, 32}. Consequently,
there are three groups of consecutive samples, which are shown as the dots in Figure
3.1.
First of all, it is valid to employ the OLS regression for linear model, because they
are proven by the significance test, i.e., F test based on Equation 3.5. In detail,
the art model has Fart = 405.31, while bzip2 models have Fbzip2[0−31] = 179.09
and Fbzip2[32−63] = 179.36, which are all greatly larger than the corresponding F
distribution, i.e., F0.01(1, 30) = 7.56.
Furthermore, the linear model should be able to cope with diverse behaviors
from different threads and respond to the phase changes within a single thread
along execution as well. In this example, bzip2 and art have different linear models,
which are extracted by the OLS regression with different scopes and offsets. This
shows one model does not fit all threads, and hence each thread needs to be evaluated
separately. Furthermore, because bzip2 changes its linear model in the second group
of samples, i.e., from the dotted to the dashed, its L2 MPKI would be different along
execution, even if the L1 MPKI remain the same. This varying relationship in a
single thread indicates that using a fixed model for a single thread along execution is
still not good enough, but an on-line model that could self-adapt in real-time would
be more favorable.
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3.3 Hardware Implementation
In order to construct the OLM, two hardware engines are designed in computer
architecture for their corresponding modules: Sampling engine and Regression
engine. The engines are dedicated to the OLM and thus do not interfere with
regular thread execution, i.e., usually do not increase execution time of workloads.
Nevertheless, the native regression is computation intensive by nature and thus not
efficient, so better designs are explored through simple regression and some other
optimizing methods. They lead to two different designs: the OLMn based on the
native OLS regression and the optimized solution OLM. Such optimization will be
inherited by other components as the default policy, while those policies without
optimization, i.e., based on the native algorithm, are referred by the same postfix
“n”, e.g., the OLMn. Considering the overwhelming overhead in the OLMn, we
would focus on the optimized version, while details of native implementation are
omitted.
3.3.1 The Sampling Engine
The Sampling engine would be similar to that in the DWarn [24], which collects
the cache information constantly. There are thread-specific counters for each of the
two-level caches, which are increased by one as a new miss happens within an SP but
are reset at the beginning of a new SP. And updating or resetting is supposed to take
no more than one CPU cycle. Nevertheless, because the engine is an independent
hardware, its latency has no interference with downstream functions.
3.3.2 The Regression Engine
The Regression engine is responsible for some logic operations, so logic units are
designed for our proposed scheme in Table 3.1, where the initial “i” defines an integer
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Table 3.1: Architecture units in Regression engine
Unit iALU iShftr. iMul. fALU fMul. fDiv.
OLM 1 1 1 N/A N/A N/A
OLMn 2 2 2 1 1 1
Purpose ± × & ÷ × ± × ÷
unit and “f” is for FP units. Control logic and data path are omitted here, because
they are highly dependent on the customized implementations, e.g., FPGA. The
updating of regression engine and the linear model is triggered by a new sample,
which is served on a First-Come First-Serve (FCFS) basis. Time to read samples
from counters and registers does not incur extra computation latency here because it
happens in parallel with the regression, so the Regression engine contributes most
latency of the OLM construction. Consequently, our efforts to OLM’s hardware will
be focused on the Regression engine.
An essential advantage of the OLM over the OLMn is to employ simple regres-
sion, i.e., Equations 3.3 and 3.4, so optimization in the Regression engine targets
at: cumulative updating and simpler computing.
Firstly in our optimization, updating in the OLM is cumulative to reduce overall
overhead. Given Equation 3.4, its numerator and denominator are both enlarged to
ensure precision in integer division:
βˆ =
n× Lxy
n× Lxx
= [n
n∑
i=1
xiyi − (nx¯)(ny¯)][n
n∑
i=1
x2i − (nx¯)(nx¯)]
−1 (3.7)
Assuming the current samples for X and Y are from 0 to 31, and now we have new
samples x32 and y32:
n(
∑
xiyi)
′ = n(
∑
xiyi − x0 × y0 + x32 × y32) (3.8)
(nx¯′)(ny¯′) = (
∑
x)′(
∑
y)′ = [
∑
x− x0 + x32]× [
∑
y − y0 + y32] (3.9)
n(
∑
x2i )
′ = n(
∑
x2i − x0 × x0 + x32 × x32) (3.10)
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(nx¯)′(nx¯)′ = (
∑
x)′(
∑
x)′ = [
∑
x− x0 + x32]× [
∑
x− x0 + x32] (3.11)
where prime, e.g., (x¯)′, refers to the newly updated value and n is the WS in our
scheme. Because we choose a WS as multiple of 2, multiplication and division
involving n is actually shifting.
Secondly, the division in Equation 3.4 is replaced by shifting and rounding, such
that there is neither FP data nor division in OLM:
Lxy[i]← Lxy[i]× 1024 {Empirically magnify to keep details}
if 2m+1 > Lxx ≥ 2
m {Round to the nearest multiple of 2} then
if (2m+1 − Lxx) ≥ (Lxx − 2
m) then
Lxx ← 2
m
else
Lxx ← 2
m+1
end if
end if
βˆ ← Lxy
Lxx
{Shift right by m or m+ 1 to replace the division}
y¯ ← y¯ × 1024 {Align y¯ with magnified βˆ}
αˆ← y¯ − βˆ × x¯
3.3.3 The Hardware Overhead
Table 3.2: Storage for OLM
Unit Counter Register Register
OLM 16×TN 16×WS×TN 32×2×TN
OLMn 20×TN 20×WS×TN 32×2×TN
Purpose MPKI Samples βˆ and αˆ
Since we are monitoring the MPKI in the Sampling engine, 10-bit counters
would be enough to store samples. However, as the MPKI for most benchmarks
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studied are under 150 [74], we employ 8-bit saturating counters to reduce the hard-
ware overhead even further. Similarly when the MPMI is employed, 20 bits are
certainly enough, while 16-bit saturating counters are implemented as a balanced
design. The counters and registers in the Sampling engine are specified in Table
3.2, where TN means the number of threads. In the table, the capacity of counters
and registers is evaluated by the number of bits.
After the optimization, latency in Regression engine is 79 cycles. The latency
is not dependent on the WS any more due to cumulative updating, except for a
WS that is not power of 2. Those irregular WSs would raise the total time by
involving real multiplication instead of shifting, but it can easily be avoided at the
design stage, e.g., it will not hurt to choose 32 rather than 29 or 37 for the WS.
The detailed breakdown is shown in the left part of Table 3.3, with the latency for
architecture units from Hennessy et al. [18]. Although it is greatly improved to
26% of the OLMn, shown in the right part of Table 3.3, we ought to account for the
latency as realistically as possible. We assume that new model cannot be available
until one SP after the update of a new sample. Empirically, a single thread normally
has a sustained Instruction Per Cycle (IPC) around 1. In this case, with the SP set
to 1024, it actually sets aside more than 1024 cycles in order for the computation
associated with the regression to complete, which to our knowledge is adequate.
In addition to the storage and latency, power and area should be considered in
the hardware design. Therefore, this study need to further examine these two in
overhead evaluation, and it will follow the approach in similar hardware-based ma-
chine learning algorithm [95]: to scale existing units to our specific design. Hickmann
et al. [96] implemented a 64-bit fixed-point multiplier at 110nm CMOS technology,
which area was estimated as 0.65mm2. Linearly scaled down to 32-bit and 65nm, our
integer multiplier’s area is 0.113mm2. Given the integer multiplier in the Regres-
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Table 3.3: Latency in Regression engine
OLM OLMn
Factor Cycles Factor Cycles
n
∑
xiyi 17 x¯ & y¯ 4
(nx¯)(ny¯) 11 (xi − x¯) & (yi − y¯) 32
n
∑
x2i 17 (xi − x¯)(yi − y¯) –
(nx¯)(nx¯) 7 & (xi − x¯)(xi − x¯) 224
βˆ 9 βˆ 24
αˆ 10 αˆ 11
Prediction 10 Prediction 11
Total 79 Total 306
sion engine is the most complex unit, the OLM’s functional units are implemented
at most in an area of 0.339mm2, which is 0.17% of a 200 mm2 chip. On the other
hand, given the FPU in IBM Power6 spends 0.56W/mm2 at 1.1V and 4GHz [97].
The functional units in the Regression engine would consume up to 0.19W at full
utilization. Please note above estimation applies the data of the multiplier to the
integer ALU and the shifter and ignores our design of updating upon interruption.
Hence, compared with some similar hardware schemes and other software schemes,
the OLM is certainly promising in terms of hardware overhead even though it is
regression-based.
3.4 Summary of the OLM
In this chapter, we have traveled through the setup of the OLM, which is embedded
in the architecture level to analyze workload behaviors. Linearity is the target of the
model because of the natural of the regression algorithm, such that L1 and L2 data
misses of every workload are sampled and then used to compute the estimators, i.e.,
βˆ and αˆ. They work together to describe the linear relationship between L1 and L2
data misses, and cope with the varying and various phase behaviors. In particular,
the model is able to provide two sets of information to other parts in the system:
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the estimators and the predicted LLL, i.e., yˆ. The detailed role that OLM plays in
the whole design will be addressed clearly in later chapters.
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CHAPTER 4
THE REGRESSION-BASED ALGORITHM TO PRIORITIZE THREADS
In the previous chapter, the OLS regression is employed to build the OLM, which
describes the relationship of misses within two-level caches adaptively. Via the linear
model, the system is able to observe and predict the thread behavior, which reflects
its resource demands as well. Resource management in both multicore and multi-
threaded environment will benefit from such a model. Considering the hardware
scheduling policies in the SMT architecture as discussed in Chapter 2, some of them
take the action at the occurrence of L1 data misses, expecting it should be better at
controlling the LLL in the pipeline, but they do not have an accurate observation on
the relationship between L1 data misses and the LLL. Other resource management
schemes employ OS in conducting their algorithms, such that they introduce great
overhead to the system by interrupting OS and transmitting data. The goal of this
chapter is to utilize the statistical model from the OLM to guide the instruction
fetch policy in the SMT architecture, while hardware overhead is minimized to its
best efforts.
As a result, the Regression-based Algorithm to Prioritize Threads (RAPT) is
proposed, in an effort to manage the shared execution resources for minimal con-
tention and optimal performance. In Chapter 4.1, three modules will be explained
for the RAPT, which take the responsibility including building up models and pri-
oritizing multiple threads. Hardware engines are implemented for the modules, and
two of them are exactly inherited from the OLM to explore its merits. Overview of
the RAPT’s overheads, including those introduced by the extra engine, are summa-
rized in Chapter 4.2. The basic experimental methodology is explained in Chapter
4.3. Performance is compared to other similar instruction fetch policy to validate
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RAPT in Chapter 4.5.1, while the sensitivity analysis is done in Chapter 4.6. Brief
summary is drawn at the end of this chapter.
4.1 The Three-Module Design
To explore the critical and variant relationship between L1 and L2 data misses
for better resource management in SMT processors, RAPT is proposed with three
modules:
• Sampling: L1 and L2 data misses, e.g., MPKI, are collected for regression.
• Regression: The linear model is constructed by the OLS regression, such
that future L2 MPKI are predicted according to current L1 data misses.
• Prioritization: Higher priority is assigned to the thread(s) with smaller pre-
dicted L2 MPKI.
Then, the priority is submitted to fetch engine, which is responsible for really fetch-
ing instructions in the SMT architecture. The first two modules actually set up a
linear model for every thread, and they coincide the two modules in the OLM. In
another word, RAPT utilizes the adaptive models through embedding the OLM in
its design. Hence, the Sampling and Regression modules in RAPT will follow
the explanation in Chapter 3.3.1 and Chapter 3.3.2, respectively.
Regarding Prioritization module, it grants priority to the domestic threads in
accordance with their predicted L2 MPKI from the previous module. In particular,
threads with more L2 MPKI are assigned low priority in the engine, such that their
instructions have lower probability to enter the pipeline. The motivation here is to
reduce the occurrence of the LLL in the pipeline, which occupy the shared resources
inefficiently. This module only defines the priority among different threads for fetch-
ing, and is widely adopted by researchers, e.g., [17, 21, 22, 23], but it is emphasized
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here that interpolation is employed instead of complete sorting. Upstream modules
will notify the changed values, which are then put into the priority queue after sev-
eral rounds of comparison. In such a case, the complexity of this module is up to
O(n), and number of threads is quite limited in most studies. Therefore, latency of
the Prioritization module is not the major concern in this design.
4.1.1 The Inherited Engines
According to the three modules, RAPT scheme physically is composed of three
engines: Sampling, Regression and Prioritization. RAPT is proposed closely
connected with the OLM, and thus the first two engines are actually inherited from
the OLM in Chapter 3, where revision is not required in RAPT. Similarly, the
RAPT and the RAPTn both exist in the study due to the OLM and the OLMn,
while RAPT is certainly the focus. Therefore, only the Prioritization engine need
be further designed here.
Figure 4.1: Designed hardware engines for RAPT. The Sampling (Sam.) engines are
duplicated to every thread while two others are associated to a core. The Regression
(Reg.) engine is shared by threads due to asynchronous updating, while the unique
Prioritization (Pri.) engine concludes priorities for all domestic threads.
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4.1.2 The Prioritization Engine
The Prioritization engine is a new engine, which takes results from Regression
engine and then compares them for the priority at the fetch stage. The basic logic
unit needed for interpolation is a comparator, which is able to indicate the larger
input between two. It is an integer unit with width of 32 bits, such that the updated
predicted values are compared with an sorted queue for prioritization.
In summary, a two-core four-threaded microprocessor is amended to illustrate
the overview of the proposed architecture in Figure 4.1. Every thread is equipped
with a Sampling engine, while the Regression and Prioritization engines are
shared by all domestic threads. We do not claim fetch logic as the major contri-
bution of our research, which has already been studied in other fetch policies, e.g.,
[11, 22]. The scenario in the fetch engine is to fetch from higher priority to lower
priority. It increases expected instructions in the pipeline and ensures the utilization
of hardware resources. Regarding the fairness in the RAPT, as more instructions
are fetched from the threads with higher priority, their real-time L1 data misses may
increase. As a result, their predicted L2 MPKI may grow even if there is no change
in their estimators. Therefore, it is less likely for them to stick to higher priority in
future fetching, and thus the fairness among threads is ensured.
4.2 Summary of the Hardware Overhead
The total overhead of the RAPT is specified here as an independent scheme. Al-
though it integrates some engines from the OLM, their overheads belong to the
RAPT and should be considered in evaluating RAPT’s performance. This action
will validate the RAPT as a completed and reusable scheme for SMT professors,
and the overheads are listed in Table 4.1, where TN is the number of threads. To
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Table 4.1: Total RAPT overhead
Engine Item Specification
Sampling Counter 2× 16× TN bits
Register 2× 16×WS × TN bits
Regression ALU Integer
Shifter Integer
Multiplier Integer
Power 0.190w
Area 0.339mm2
Register 2× 32× TN bits
Latency 79 cycles/model
Prioritization Comparator Integer
Power 0.063w
Area 0.113mm2
Latency O(TN)
our knowledge, we believe such a table reflects RAPT’s theoretical overhead com-
prehensively, but data path is not reflected in the table. We acknowledge that data
path consumes power, occupies area and needs intermediate registers, but such eval-
uation has covered the dominant overheads so far. Nevertheless it requires further
implementation, e.g., on FPGA, to unveil more details, which might not fall into
the scope of this study.
4.3 Experimental Methodology
In order to examine the performance of the proposed schemes, an architectural
simulator Super ESCalar (SESC) [98] is employed to implement the design. It is
able to provide various information for our analysis, and we are mainly focused
on the system throughout. In this chapter, the simulator and the performance
measurement metrics are explained, which are valid for the rest of the manuscript,
unless specified.
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4.3.1 The Architectural Simulators
The motivation of a simulator is to reduce the manufacturing cost and speed up the
related research. Fundamentally, architectural simulators are software executed on
a hardware platform. They emulate the functionality of the proposed architecture
through executing some representative workloads and provide various information
from the simulation. The major goal of a cycle-accurate simulator is to summarize
the execution time of the simulated workloads in terms of CPU cycles, while other
data, such as cache misses and branch prediction, might be available as well. In
particular, the SESC simulator is an open-source software in C++ and runs in a
Unix/Linux environment, which certainly belongs to such a category [99].
Overall, the SESC simulator has two parts: an emulator and a timing model:
the instructions from the workloads are executed by the emulator to generate the
necessary patterns of the program, and then the generated patterns are submitted to
the timing model for timing evaluation. The emulator in the SESC is MINT [100],
which is an emulator for the Microprocessor without Interlocked Pipeline Stages
(MIPS) Instruction Set Architecture (ISA)[4]. Hence, the basic architecture in the
SESC is essentially derived from the Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC)
[101, 102]. The SESC simulator follows a five-stage-design: Fetch, Decode, Issue,
Execution and Retirement. The timing model is composed of virtually a lot of
parameters in the architecture. For example, the latencies to different levels in the
memory hierarchy. As a result, the target architecture is implemented by modifying
the emulator and the parameters in the timing model, such that the impacts could
be shown in the final report.
Given there had been many architectural simulators, the motivation to develop
the SESC simulator was to implement an understandable environment for the paral-
lel architectures [103]. It attached much importance to fidelity, performance, modi-
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fiability and feasibility. Together they address these topics: the difference between
simulation and real implementation, the speed of simulation, the difficulty to revise
the architecture and the capability to accommodate a proposed design. Hence it pro-
vides a good support for most stakeholders in architectural research. Furthermore,
the superscalar out-of-order pipeline is well implemented in the SESC simulator,
which is critical in recent development and might be less emphasized by some other
simulators. Such a capability matches our focus on the multicore multithreaded
architectures, so the SESC simulator is a good fit for the research in this study.
4.3.2 The Workload Organization
Given the simulator is considered virtually as the proposed microprocessor, the ba-
sic way to validate it is to run some workloads and to compare its performance
with reference architectures. It is not practical to run the full combinations work-
loads, and thus benchmarks are provided to represent the dominant situation in
the expected environment [4]. There are usually two ways to organize the multi-
threaded workloads: parallel workloads and multi-programming workloads. Parallel
workloads, such as Splash [28], SPECjbb [29] and RUBiS [30], are able to gener-
ate multiple threads with communications among the threads. Multi-programming
workloads are composed of independent threads from different benchmarks, so there
is no inter-thread synchronization in these workloads. The inter-thread communi-
cations may offer great potential for performance improvement, since the latency
could be greatly reduced by clustering those threads.
Our work, however, is focused on the multi-programming workloads, which face
more challenging issues in speeding up the whole system compared to the parallel
workloads. As a result, workloads employed in this work are of multiple SPEC
CPU2000 [94] benchmarks, e.g., 2, 4, 6 and 8, and they are listed in Table 4.2.
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Their type may be either Floating Point (FP) or Integer (INT), and their category
are specified by Cazorla et al. in [22] based on their miss ratios in the LLC. In
particular, the benchmarks with a miss ratio less than 1% are considered as CI,
while other benchmarks are MI. Due to the “Memory Wall” issue, CI benchmarks
might have more throughput than MI, but there is limited ILP in the long run [19].
Given the utilization of multiple levels of parallelism in the MMMP, it is against
such a nature to have any biased preference solely defined by statistical throughput.
In other words, a natively biased approach will not lead to satisfactory performance
[17].
Table 4.2: The SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks employed
Benchmark Type Category Benchmark Type Category
301.apsi FP CI 164.gzip INT CI
179.art FP MI 181.mcf INT MI
256.bzip2 INT CI 197.parser INT MI
186.crafty INT CI 171.swim FP MI
183.equake FP MI 300.twolf INT MI
176.gcc INT CI 168.wupwise FP CI
4.3.3 The Performance Measurement
The average Instruction Per Cycle (avgIPC) used in [94] is one critical method
to measure the overall system throughput, which is defined as the total number of
instructions executed over the time elapsed. The formula for avgIPC is:
avgIPC =
1
N
N∑
i=1
IPCi (4.1)
where i is thread identity and N is the number of threads.
Nevertheless, in justifying the performance of the new architecture for a multipro-
gramming workload, Sazeides et al. [104] proposed the Average Baseline Weighted
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IPC (abwIPC). It is calculated as the average thread improvement in the new ar-
chitecture over the old architecture, which is a good reference to observe the average
thread performance. The formula of abwIPC is:
abwIPC =
1
N
N∑
i=1
IPCnew,i
IPCbaseline,i
(4.2)
where i is thread identity and N is the number of threads as well. Moreover, due
to its consideration of the improvement in every thread, abwIPC is good at telling
a biased approach in the scheduling policy. Assuming there is a scheduling that
achieves better performance by favoring high-throughput threads, the performance
of other threads are harmed, so such a scheme cannot show promising result in terms
of abwIPC.
Therefore, fairness of the proposed scheme is well indicated by such two metrics.
Although it is a common practice in architectural studies to look at the variance
among the threads, the average variances of thread IPCs will be presented for further
reference. As a result, these metrics will be used to measure the performance of the
studied policies in the followed contexts.
4.4 Experimental Results
We would like to present readers the experimental results as soon as a design is
finished, i.e., RAPT and HASP. They will be compared with their peer policies to
show their achievement by performance results. It is a careful approach to examine
them separately, because it will be difficult to find any similar scheme for com-
parison with the ATMS. Hence, the aforementioned simulation methodology and
performance measurement is adopted for the followed analysis.
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4.5 Implementation Details
RAPT employs the SP = 1024 instructions and the WS = 32 samples, which is
denoted as {1K, 32}. With the configuration in Table 4.3, the architecture now is
augmented with the SMT ability, i.e., two threads, four threads and six threads.
Overall the main memory latency is to model 100 nanoseconds in an experimental
processor running at 5GHz minus bus latency. The reason that we do not examine
more than six threads is that performance degradation due to severe cache conflicts
may prevent SMT processors from being equipped with a great quantity of threads.
Instead, the SMT may be combined with multicore architectures to achieve less
confliction and better parallelism. This opinion is also well studied in [22, 105, 106].
The multi-programming workloads are listed in Table 4.4. The workloads might
consist of only CI or MI threads, such that they are CI or MI workloads respectively,
while BD workloads have 50% CI threads and 50% MI threads.
The early simulation points are employed [107], and every thread is simulated
for 100 million instructions in the representative regions, which is enough for major
phase shifts at granularity of millions of instructions level [5]. The selected instruc-
tions are considered representative for the whole benchmark, such that the results
would tell the execution of the workloads, no matter the actual duration of the
execution in the future [107, 108]. Hence, it overcomes the limitation of simula-
tion speed in an architectural simulator. The similar simulation methodology, e.g.,
benchmarks, multi-programming workloads and/or representative regions, is also
adopted by other researchers, such as [17, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 50].
The ICOUNT [17] policy is used as the baseline scheme. Several other fetch poli-
cies that utilize the cache miss for prioritization and decision-making are employed
for comparison, which include the STALL [21], DG [23] and DWarn [24]. We try
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Table 4.3: The baseline parameters
Parameter Value
IF/IR Width 8/9
ReOrder Buffer Size 320 entries
Inst. Window 160 INT, 64 FP
Function Unit 3 Ld/St , 5 FP Mul/Div
3 INT Mul/Div
L1 DCache 32KB, 4-way
L1 ICache 32KB, 4-way
L1 Cache Hit 2 cycles
L2 Cache Hit 9 cycles
L2 Cache 512KB, 8-way asso.
Main Memory Hit 469 cycles
Table 4.4: The workloads in simulation
Thread # Cty Benchmark List
two CI gcc, crafty
gzip, bzip2
BD gcc, parser
gzip, twolf
MI parser, twolf
mcf, twolf
Four CI wupwise, apsi, gzip, gcc
gzip, bzip2, crafty, gcc
BD gcc, bzip2, swim, art
gzip, twolf, bzip2, mcf
MI swim, art, equake, mcf
mcf, twolf, equake, parser
Six CI wupwise, apsi, gzip, gcc, crafty, bzip2
BD gzip, wupwise, crafty, mcf, twolf, parser
gcc, bzip2, apsi, swim, art, equake
MI swim, art, equake, mcf, parser, twolf
our best to construct these policies and we believe they provide similar results as
they were originally presented. For example, the STALL in our simulation generates
almost the same performance improvement over the ICOUNT in two-threaded and
four-threaded workloads.
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4.5.1 Performance Achievement
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.2: Overall performance improvement (a) avgIPC, (b) abwIPC
The overall performance improvement is shown in Figure 4.2. The avgIPC of
other policies are normalized to that of the ICOUNT, such that there are only five
policies shown in the figures. In different configurations, the average results are
presented if there are more than one workload belonging to the same category, i.e.,
CI, BD and MI.
Overall, RAPT improves the performance over the ICOUNT by 28% with respect
to avgIPC and 32% with respect to abwIPC as shown in Figure 4.2(a) and 4.2(b),
which are obviously better than any other polices in the study. This is because
the RAPT takes the correct action with proper timing. It does not follow a fixed
doctrine, but rather extracts the real-time relationship between L1 and L2 MPKI
from a statistical point of view. It then makes decision adaptively. Whenever
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the thread changes its execution phases, RAPT is able to catch any slight change
and update the model correspondingly. Thus the most suitable decision would be
made properly. As a result of the appropriate prioritization, the RAPT is able to
better reduce inefficient occupancy and contention for the shared resources, and thus
perform better than other policies.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: The performance in two-threaded workloads (a) avgIPC, (b) abwIPC
With the RAPT, the SMT processor will fetch fewer instructions from the thread
with more expected L2 MPKI. Because when a load misses in the L2 cache, the
thread itself can rarely progress anyway. Hence, no noticeable performance reduc-
tion is introduced. Correspondingly, the RAPT assigns higher priority to threads
with less expected L2 MPKI, which are still able to move forward in the processor.
Consequently, the RAPT improves average thread performance greatly. That is why
we observe more improvement in abwIPC than in avgIPC.
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The RAPT exceeds the STALL by 13.7% in avgIPC and 14.4% in abwIPC
on average. When L2 data miss happens, in the system a lot of shared resources
are occupied by the thread with little throughput. Even though STALL may work
well to prevent that thread from further introducing more LLLs into the system, it
rarely helps current situation. On the contrary, the RAPT acts before the L2 data
miss actually happens by reducing the priority of those threads with more expected
L2 MPKI. Therefore, it is able to minimize their influence in advance, rather than
patch up after it happens.
DG takes action more aggressively than STALL. It gates the thread with un-
solved L1 cache miss. Nevertheless, the models between L1 and L2 MPKI may be
different among threads and along the execution of a single thread, such that gating
in DG might be too aggressive in some cases. Hence, we do not take this approach
when we design RAPT. Instead RAPT adjusts its priority assignment according to
forecast L2 MPKI. As a result, the RAPT outperforms the DG by 14% in terms of
avgIPC, and 17% in terms of abwIPC.
Sharing the same concept that L1 data miss might lead to L2 data miss, the
DWarn and RAPT both take action as L1 data miss happens. the DWarn takes a
heuristic approach, which actually undermines a complicated relationship. RAPT
does not advocate a constant linear model, because applications vary and their
cache behaviors change too. Hence, RAPT sets up the real-time model between
L1 and L2 MPKI adaptively, and obtains the estimated L2 MPKI. Consequently,
the prioritization matches the execution phases better than those based on heuristic
assumption. As a result, the RAPT outperforms the DWarn by 8% in terms of
avgIPC and 11% in terms of abwIPC.
Regarding the performance with different numbers of threads, the RAPT keeps
similar improvement over the ICOUNT as shown in Figure 4.3 – 4.5 for the multi-
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4: The performance in four-threaded workloads (a) avgIPC, (b) abwIPC
programming workloads. It is because the improvement is naturally from the cache
behavior of benchmarks. As long as there exists significant linearity in the cache
behavior, the RAPT is able to build the statistical model adaptively and prioritizes
the threads correspondingly. Moreover, we note that BD workloads provide best
overall results over CI and MI workloads. We assume it is because minimal resource
contention is achieved when there is diversity in terms of resource demands in the
processor [46, 47]. The RAPT is able to coordinate thread execution according to
their resource demands adaptively, such that the shared resources are better utilized
with less contention for them. Nevertheless, in CI and MI workloads, such potential
is relatively small because threads may show similar demands statistically, so RAPT
does not produce more throughput in CI and MI workloads than in BD workloads.
Fairness of the RAPT is validated by its superior abwIPC, which is the average
improvement of performance in the new architecture over the baseline architecture.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.5: The performance in six-threaded workloads (a) avgIPC, (b) abwIPC
We advocate that it suggests a critical aspect of the fairness in performance, which
is the fairness of the improvement. However, regarding the variances of the IPCs, it
is naturally defined by the difference among different threads, i.e., threads may have
differently sustainable pace in the execution. Moreover, it is also closely associated
with avgIPC, meaning a large avgIPC is sometimes accompanied by a large vari-
ance. Even though they are not so indicative as the abwIPC, the average variances
of the IPCs are presented in Table 4.5, where TN is the number of threads.
Table 4.5: The Average Variances of the IPCs
TN ICOUNT Stall DG DWarn RAPT
2 0.00067 0.0070 0.00041 0.028 0.023
4 0.00015 0.00015 0.00019 0.00055 0.0037
6 0.000063 0.0079 0.00023 0.00012 0.0025
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One interesting phenomenon we observe is that as the number of threads in
the workload increases, the performance of fetch policies based on L1 cache miss
such as the DG and the DWarn get worse even than the STALL for MI workloads.
This is because for the SMT architecture, associated with the high cache access
demand from the MI workload, the ratio of cache conflict increases significantly as
the number of threads increases, especially for the small-size L1 cache. That is why
those fetch policies based on L1 cache miss will not be able to indicate the LLLs as
effectively as in the two-thread workload scenario for MI workloads. On the other
hand, the STALL, which is solely based on L2 cache miss, outperforms them. The
performance of the RAPT is not interfered by the blurred L1 cache misses because
of its adaptive nature and still demonstrates its superiority.
4.5.2 Prediction Expectation of RAPT
In order to examine the linear model in our proposed policy, we collect the Prediction
Expectation (PE) of every thread in execution, which is calculated as predicted L2
MPKI over sampled L2 MPKI.
PE =
yˆ
y
=
β × x+ α
y
(4.3)
To have better observation on the overall situation, we calculate the PE if and
only if there is a new complete sample, instead of in every CPU cycle. Therefore,
given 100 million instructions are simulated, there are approximately 97656 PE
values in record for every thread in every workload. We gather the data specified to
benchmarks, in spite of different workloads, and the average value and the Standard
Deviation (StDev) are calculated. Furthermore, there is also the average PE over
all the benchmarks, shown in Figure 4.6, where the overall StDev is for the mean
values of different benchmarks, rather than the average of all deviations.
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Figure 4.6: The prediction expectation of the studied benchmarks
On average, benchmarks have the PE = 0.83, while the StDev among the av-
erages of benchmarks is 0.258. Hence, the linearity does exist between L1 and L2
data misses, and is significant enough to support the prioritization in our proposed
policy. Considering the way to calculate PE, the predicted values are mostly smaller
than real sampled values. In our opinion, this trend is helpful in terms of the fair-
ness among multiple threads. This point also explains more improvement in average
thread performance over other studied policies. On the other hand, given the StDev
among benchmarks, different benchmarks may have various confidence levels in their
respective OLS regression models. The OLS regression is of higher confidence at
prediction for some benchmarks, but lower confidence for some others. Regarding
the reason for the observed PE and StDev, we assume they are defined by the mem-
ory accessing patterns in different benchmarks. Meanwhile, the concurrent threads
also affect the model of each other, because they totally share the memory resources
in the the SMT processor. For example, gcc has different PE when executed with
bzip2 and twolf in two-threaded workloads.
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4.6 Sensitivity Analysis
We first of all compare the RAPT with the RAPTn to see to how much valuable
information we lost in simplifying the implementation. In addition, the sensitivity
analysis is conducted regarding the impacts on RAPT’s performance from different
algorithmic parameters and cache system configurations.
4.6.1 The Comparison between the RAPT and the RAPTn
Generally speaking, RAPT shares the same concept with the RAPTn, but its hard-
ware implementation is designed considering the tradeoff between hardware over-
head and performance. On average, the RAPTn achieves 0.6% more overall sys-
tem throughput, i.e., avgIPC, while 2.2% more average thread improvement, i.e.,
abwIPC, than RAPT. The detailed performance normalized over the ICOUNT
[17] is shown in Figure 4.7. Considering RAPT is able to reduce the architecture
complexity greatly, improve the computation latency to 26% and save power con-
sumption by updating when necessary, RAPT of course has better efficiency than
the RAPTn.
The accuracy of the RAPT is reduced mainly in the division in calculating βˆ and
αˆ, which is substituted with rounding and shifting. It may result in less accurate
predicted L2 data misses, and thus the prioritization is not based on the perfect
observation. However, because of the carefully designed approximation process,
essential details are kept in the RAPT, such that the performance reduction is very
mild compared with the RAPTn, and it is still superior with respect to other studied
policies.
On the other hand, it is interesting to see that RAPT does not incur monotoni-
cally performance reduction. Actually it even achieves better results in some work-
loads, e.g., two-threaded MI, four-threaded BD, six-threaded CI and six-threaded
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MI, in terms of either avgIPC or abwIPC. In this case it proves the assumption
that the relationship between L1 and L2 data misses is quite complicated for a linear
regression. The goal of our proposed policy is to design an indicator of this relation-
ship based on the limited information at hardware level, rather than to describe it
in its completeness, which would require a far more rigorous model with no practical
value in terms of hardware implementability. Our indicative model strives to im-
prove system throughput and efficiency, but might not be able to achieve the same
level of accuracy in every case. Given our approximation process, the significance of
linearity in threads and the variant execution phases [5], it does not surprise us that
sometimes RAPT even outperforms the RAPTn. However, the RAPTn is hardly
able to produce better improvement in both overall system throughput and aver-
age thread improvement, i.e., avgIPC and abwIPC respectively. In summary, the
overall performance achievement is already defined by the OLS regression and the
linearity between L1 and L2 MPKI, and our optimization in the RAPT has better
performance improvement to hardware overhead ratio.
4.6.2 The Algorithmic Configurations
We go through various combinations of the SP and WS using the four-threaded
BD workload composed of gcc, bzip2, swim and art. This workload introduces
mediocre pressure on the system resources, compared to other two-threaded and six-
threaded workloads. And its category of BD leads to a comprehensive test on both
computation resources and memory accessing resources. Meanwhile, it includes both
integer and FP benchmarks to utilize various resources in the processors. Finally, its
performance improvement is moderate among all workloads, suggesting it is a good
indicator to the average situation. We conduct the simulation over 16 configurations
of the SP and WS to observe the system performance. The SP is set as 256, 512,
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7: The Different Performances between the RAPT and the RAPTn (a)
avgIPC, (b) abwIPC
1024 or 2048 instructions, while the WS as 16, 32, 64, 128 samples. The avgIPC
is normalized to the baseline configuration {SP, WS} = {256, 16}, and so for the
abwIPC, which are shown in Figure 4.8.
Regarding the SP, it defines how the history information is sampled along exe-
cution. The SP = 1024 instructions may be a critical threshold in the RAPT. When
the SP ≥ 1024, the performance is improved a little bit from the smaller-SP cases.
When the SP is small, there is limited information covered and linearity might not
be significant enough for a confident model. On the contrary, when samples are
collected over longer period (e.g., more than 1K), variability is minimized, which
leads to better model. Moreover, increasing the size of the SP does not introduce
overhead to our scheme, but rather makes βˆ and αˆ change less frequently. Overall,
we feel it is necessary to set the SP as at least 1024 instructions. Given a certain
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SP, we would observe the cache behavior through a larger window, i.e., a larger
WS, but the WS does not play a role so important as the SP. The difference among
various WS configurations is around 1% on average, when they have the same SP.
Although there is rarely any monotonic relationship between performance and the
WS, the WS = 32 appears to be the optimal choice across all configurations, given
it generates performance stably better than the baseline configuration in Figure 4.8,
and the larger the WS is, the more overhead there is.
Overall, the product of the SP and the WS means how much history information
that RAPT takes into consideration in the OLS regression. The performance varies
in studied configurations, but the difference is not linearly increasing as the covered
instructions grow. It means the useful information in samples is not necessarily
accumulated and passed to prioritization in proportional to the SP and WS. For
example, when we compare {256, 128}, {512, 64}, {1024, 32}, and {2048, 16}, they
all utilize the information over past 32K instructions for the OLS regression, but
the performance of RAPT varies. Please note that the bottleneck here might not
be only the accuracy of RAPT, but the linearity existing between the L1 and L2
MPKI also plays an essential role. Even though there are phases for applications,
there is hardly any universal period for the phases, meaning a fixed SP and/or WS
might not be suitable for every phase in every application.
4.6.3 The Cache Configurations
In order to explore the sensitivity of our proposed scheme to different cache config-
urations, we studied three parameters, i.e., the L1 DCache size, the L2 cache size
and the L2 cache associativity, with algorithmic parameters set to {1024, 32}. They
are represented by three binary bits, where 0 represents the smaller value employed
in this study and 1 means the larger value as shown in Table 4.6. And the results
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Table 4.6: The cache configurations
Configuration Number L1 cache L2 cache L2 association
000 16KB 256KB 4-way
001 16KB 256KB 8-way
010 16KB 512KB 4-way
011 16KB 512KB 8-way
100 32KB 256KB 4-way
101 32KB 256KB 8-way
110 32KB 512KB 4-way
111 32KB 512KB 8-way
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.8: Performance of the RAPT with varying {SP, WS} (a) avgIPC, (b)
abwIPC
in terms of avgIPC and abwIPC are shown in Figure 4.9, where the RAPT in 000
configuration are considered as the baseline for themselves respectively.
Overall, more cache resources ensure better performance. Naturally, the cache
system is designed to reduce the average access delay via utilizing the temporal
locality and spatial locality. By implementing more cache resources, the probability
of the LLL is reduced. Consequently, the average load latency is decreased, and
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.9: Different performances in different configurations (a) avgIPC, (b)
abwIPC
thus the system resources are utilized more efficiently in the configurations with
more cache resources.
However, RAPT is not highly sensitive to the cache configurations. Even though
the performance changes as above analysis in theory, the difference is relatively
small. Comparing the case 111 with 000, nearly 1% of improvement in both avgIPC
and abwIPC is observed for the RAPT. Other performance improvement over the
baseline configuration is smaller than such data. It could result from three factors:
first of all, our proposed scheme relies on the adaptively built model, which is able to
cope with changes in execution. The linear model strives to handle most variation
actively, so the scheme is robust with respect to the cache configuration. Secondly,
the configuration does not change greatly in such simulation. Although they double
in different cases, the capacity is still around similar level, e.g., a couple of dozen
KB or half MB. Thirdly, the approximation of division and elimination of FP is
more effective than cache configurations in defining the prediction accuracy.
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4.7 Summary of the RAPT
As the system resources, i.e., computation resources and memory resources are
totally shared by the concurrently running threads in the same core in the SMT
architecture, both parallelism and efficiency are improved significantly. Nevertheless,
resource contention imposes great impacts on system performance and ought to
be managed by hardware scheduling policies well. Most instruction fetch policies
consider long-latency load as a major obstacle towards better performance, and thus
they spend great efforts on alleviating its negative impact on the system. However,
they either are too late to effectively prevent the influence of cache miss, or fail to
precisely describe the relationship between L1 and L2 cache misses, especially as it
changes along the execution.
To explore the critical and variant relationship between L1 and L2 data misses
for better resource management in the SMT processors, we proposed RAPT as a
three-module decision-making scheme:
• Sampling: L1 and L2 data misses, i.e., the MPKI, are collected for regression.
• Regression: The linear model is constructed by the OLS regression, such
that the future L2 MPKI are predicted according to current L1 data misses.
• Prioritization: Higher priority is assigned to the thread(s) with a smaller
predicted L2 MPKI.
Then, the fetch engine fetches according to the priorities from RAPT. Consider-
ing the RAPTn based on the native regression algorithm, i.e., the OLMn, intro-
duces great hardware overhead, we focused our study on optimized implementation
RAPT, and the optimization includes simple regression, cumulative computation,
elimination of FP, approximation of division and updating when necessary. Eventu-
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ally RAPT introduces overhead, i.e., computation latency, storage space, area and
power, no more than similar hardware-based machine learning schemes.
Because RAPT minimizes the negative effect of LLLs, not only the overall system
throughput but also the average thread improvement were optimized. Especially as
a result of improved resource efficiency, RAPT is able to generate more system
throughput in terms of increased avgIPC. It was better than all other policies in
our study: it outperformed the ICOUNT by 28%, exceeded the STALL by 14%,
the DG by 14%, and the DWarn by 8%. Because the thread with the LLL can
barely move forward while other threads that are able to better utilize the shared
resources can progress, RAPT improved the average thread performance in terms of
abwIPC over the ICOUNT by 32%, over the STALL by 14%, over the DG by 17%
and over the DWarn by 11%. About 1.5% better performance could be achieved by
the RAPTn based on the OLMn, but its overhead is obviously more than RAPT we
were focused on. The sensitivity analysis confirms the configuration {1024, 32} of
RAPT as a balanced one among all 16 configurations considering the performance
difference, hardware overhead and confidence factors. Nevertheless, the RAPT is not
highly sensitive to neither algorithmic configuration nor cache parameters, because
the optimization shadows their impacts partially. Overall, RAPT has an adaptive
nature as phase behaviors vary widely in applications.
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CHAPTER 5
THE HARDWARE-ASSISTED SCHEDULING POLICY
Along with the argumentation in parallelism on the chip, comes an increase
in the complexity and thus difficulty of hardware resource management. On one
hand, since several physical cores are implemented on the chip, the resources are
isolated between different cores. It makes a thread on one core not able to access
the resources in other cores. This issue is especially undesired when the resource
is idle in one core, but highly demanded in another core. On the other hand,
threads in the same core share the local resources jointly when employing the SMT
architectures [17]. As a result, the thread behavior is not independent any more,
but rather has mutual impact on each other, which we refer to as “inter-thread
interference”. Thread performance will be degraded due to severe competition for
the same resource, as well as inappropriate resource allocation that despises thread’s
demand [47]. Even though we have proposed the hardware scheduling policy RAPT
in previous chapter, the ability to coordinate threads throughout multiple cores to
reduce competition remains blank so far. Therefore, it requires well defined software
scheduling policy in such a complicated architecture in order to optimally utilize the
hardware resources [2].
As discussed in Chapter 2, OS scheduling policies try to pair threads according to
their demands, and the dominant factor impairing the performance of MMMP is the
resources lower than the LLC. Most of the previous studies, however, either do not
consider phase changes at all, or even when they do, they commonly fall into passive
and static approaches. Such approaches may be challenged by the execution phases
[5], where workload demands are strongly correlated with execution phases, rather
than constant or CPU cycles. Such characteristic implies that the thread scheduling
based on resource demands should be synchronized with thread execution phases.
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As a result, the Hardware Assisted Scheduling Policy (HASP) is proposed in this
chapter, which is supported by the computer architecture, i.e., the OLM, to monitor
phase changes in workloads, and then to schedule threads for a collaborative pattern.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: The proposed design is improved
from a static dispatching policy in Chapter 5.1 to a dynamic scheduling policy in
Chapter 5.2. Then it is equipped with the ability to detect phase changes through
the OLM in Chapter 5.3. Scalability is addressed in Chapter 5.4. We will examine
the performance improvement and discuss the evaluated overhead within the relative
chapters. Eventually summary of the HASP is finished in Chapter 5.5.
5.1 Static Mix-Scheduling
We start optimizing thread mapping pattern from introducing a static Mix-Scheduling
policy (sMIX), which defines the scheduling at dispatching stage, and conducts no
manipulation during execution [47]. It is assumed in the MMMP architecture there
are multiple LLC domains and several threads share the same LLC. The basic con-
cept of the sMIX is to distribute LLC misses evenly across different LLC domains,
but it relies on off-line analysis to divide threads to different groups. LLC miss
ratios are obtained ahead of execution, such that benchmarks may be Memory-
Intensive (MI) or Computation-Intensive (CI) as shown in Table 4.2. According
to their categories, benchmarks are sent to a two-core four-threaded MMMP as in
Table 5.1. However, instead of the proposed sMIX, threads with similar demands,
i.e., the same category, may be scheduled to the same core, which forms the Mono-
Scheduling (Mono) policy as shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.1: Threads scheduling in the Mix-Scheduling
Core C0 C1
Thread MI, CI MI, CI
WL1 equake, gzip mcf, gcc
WL2 equake, gzip twolf, gcc
WL3 parser, gzip twolf, gcc
WL4 mcf, gcc parser, gzip
WL5 mcf, gcc twolf, gzip
WL6 equake, bzip2 twolf, gcc
WL7 equake, bzip2 parser, gcc
WL8 equake, gzip mcf, bzip2
WL9 equake, gcc mcf, bzip2
WL10 parser, gzip twolf, bzip2
WL11 mcf, bzip2 twolf, gcc
WL12 mcf, bzip2 parser, gcc
WL13 mcf, bzip2 parser, gzip
WL14 mcf, bzip2 twolf, gzip
WL15 equake, gzip mcf, crafty
WL16 equake, gzip twolf, crafty
WL17 mcf, crafty twolf, gcc
WL18 mcf, crafty parser, gzip
WL19 mcf, crafty twolf, gzip
WL20 parser, gzip twolf, crafty
WL21 equake, gcc mcf, crafty
WL22 mcf, crafty twolf, bzip2
WL23 parser, bzip2 twolf, crafty
5.1.1 Experimental Methodology
The proposed scheduling policies are implemented in the SESC with the similar
configuration in Chapter 4.3. The MMMP now is equipped with two identical cores
on the chip with the two-way SMT for each core. Workloads in Tables 5.1 and
5.2 are simulated for our analysis. The first two benchmarks will be sent to core 0
while the other two to core 1, and every thread will be simulated for 100 million
instructions in the early simulation points [107], The ICOUNT [17] policy is used
as the instruction fetch policy in the SMT environment.
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Table 5.2: Thread scheduling in the Mono-Scheduling
Core C0 C1
Thread MI, MI CI, CI
WL1 equake, mcf gzip, gcc
WL2 equake, twolf gzip, gcc
WL3 parser, twolf gzip, gcc
WL4 mcf, parser gzip, gcc
WL5 mcf, twolf gzip, gcc
WL6 equake, twolf gcc, bzip2
WL7 equake, parser gcc, bzip2
WL8 equake, mcf gzip, bzip2
WL9 equake, mcf gcc, bzip2
WL10 parser, twolf gzip, bzip2
WL11 mcf, twolf gcc, bzip2
WL12 mcf, parser gcc, bzip2
WL13 mcf, parser gzip, bzip2
WL14 mcf, twolf gzip, bzip2
WL15 equake, mcf gzip, crafty
WL16 equake, twolf gzip, crafty
WL17 mcf, twolf gcc, crafty
WL18 mcf, parser gzip, crafty
WL19 mcf, twolf gzip, crafty
WL20 parser, twolf gzip, crafty
WL21 equake, mcf gcc, crafty
WL22 mcf, twolf crafty, bzip2
WL23 parser, twolf crafty, bzip2
Because the Mono tries to mimic an arbitrary scheduling pattern that is supposed
to lead to the worst performance, it shows the necessity to schedule threads based
on their demands to compare the sMIX with the Mono. The performance is shown
in Figure 5.1, where the baseline is the Mono. As a result, avgIPC increases in the
sMIX by 63% from the Mono, indicating the improved overall system throughput;
and the sMIX further shows 27% growth in terms of abwIPC over the baseline,
expressing the better average thread improvement.
The dominant factor here causing such improvement is the diversity in different
cores, i.e., less inter-thread interference. By paring threads according their cate-
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.1: Improvement in the sMIX over the Mono (a) avgIPC, (b) abwIPC
gorization, threads in the same core mostly request different shared resources in
the sMIX. From the perspective of the MMMP, more computation resources and
memory accessing resources are utilized by different threads in the sMIX than in the
Mono. In other words, idle resources are reduced by the sMIX, such that the overall
system throughput is increased. On the other hand, threads experience less con-
tention for the shared resources in the sMIX than in the Mono. Due to the diversity
among domestic threads, it is less likely for them to compete for the same resource,
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e.g., the MMU, the FSB and prefecth requests. Consequently, inter-thread inter-
ference is minimized by the static dispatching scheduling policy. On the contrary,
the Mono scheduling policy increases the severity of contention among domestic re-
sources by sending threads requesting similar resources to the same core. It explains
the average thread improvement by the sMIX.
The sMIX is a static scheme because once the threads are dispatched, the
scheduling is fixed till completion, so there are two issues unsolved for the sMIX:
accessibility of off-line analysis and phase behaviors. The sMIX is highly dependent
on beforehand analysis, so it cannot be applied to unknown workloads. Meanwhile,
the sMIX is not addressing phase behaviors during execution. The categorization is
only an indicator on average for a thread, while the thread may change its demands
greatly during execution across different phases. It results in the probability that
actual scheduling violates the objective for some time. To address such two issues,
we feel it is necessary to implement a dynamic scheduling policy above the sMIX.
5.2 Dynamic Mix-Scheduling
Based on the sMIX, we convert it to a dynamic scheduling policy, referred as the
dMIX. Since the Mono is discussed conceptually and defeated by the sMIX in the
simulation, the followed context will be focused on the sMIX and later policies
merely.
5.2.1 The sMIX and the dMIX
Clearly the sMIX does not adapt to the phase behavior of the threads and requires
a priori knowledge about the threads. In an effort to improve upon it, we propose
the followed changes:
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1. Modify the objective to minimize the deviation of LLC misses among different
LLC domains, instead of pairing threads according to pre-defined category.
2. Employ misses over certain amount of instructions instead of miss ratio.
3. Use epochs to conduct online evaluation instead of off-line.
4. Perform runtime migration of threads instead of static mapping pattern.
As a result, the sMIX is converted to the dMIX, a dynamic scheduling policy
driven by CPU epochs. At the end of every epoch, the OS scheduler processes the
sampled misses for every thread, and thus every LLC would have a summation of
MPMI or MPKI of all domestic threads. The dMIX conducts the search to find
out the optimal scheduling, in the sense of having the smallest difference in terms
of total misses across all LLC domains. In other word, the difference, or Standard
Deviation (StDev), of cache misses across LLC domains should be minimized.
For example, assuming there are four threads on two LLC domains, with each
LLC supports two threads. At the end of an epoch, MPMI of all threads are obtained
and evaluated by the OS scheduler. Here arbitrary numbers of MPMI are used for
illustration purpose only, which are shown in Table 5.3. As we can see, there are
three possible scheduling patterns. However, Pattern 2 has the least StDev and thus
it will be the new scheduling decision and the dMIX will perform thread migration
if necessary. If migration is necessary to achieve Pattern 2, threads with less MPKI
or MPMI will be chosen to move. It saves the efforts to warm new caches, and thus
it introduces less disruption to normal thread execution.
Table 5.3: The objective in the dMIX
Core 0 Core 1 StDev
Pattern 0 1, 2 3, 4 2
Pattern 1 1, 3 2, 4 1
Pattern 2 1, 4 2, 3 0
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5.2.2 Throughput of the dMIX
Here multi-programming workloads in Table 5.4 are following the concept in the
sMIX, i.e., pairing per category. The workloads in Table 5.4 is the dispatching
pattern of the sMIX, and they are simulated here in accordance with the description
in Chapter 5.1.1. In order to obtain experimental results to advance the multicore
scheduling policy, the workloads WL24, WL25 and WL26 are employed to study
the dMIX.
Table 5.4: The workloads in the dMIX
Core C0 C1
Thread MI, CI MI, CI
WL24 twolf, apsi art, bzip2
WL25 parser, crafty equake, gcc
WL26 swim, gzip mcf, wupwise
WL27 twolf, bzip2 apsi, art
WL28 parser, gcc equake, crafty
WL29 swim, wupwise mcf, gzip
On the contrary, the workloads WL24, WL25 and WL26 will be the initial al-
location in the dMIX. The difference is that the dMIX will reevaluate the thread
scheduling at every epoch and make dynamic migration if necessary. Here we vary
the epoch ranges among 10, 50, 100 and 200 million CPU cycles, which are ade-
quate to observe major phase changes at millions of instructions [5]. Performance
improvement by the dMIX in terms of avgIPC and abwIPC is shown in Figure
5.2, where the results are normalized to those of the sMIX. On average, the dMIX
achieves 19% better performance than the sMIX. Given that the sMIX even requires
knowledge about the threads beforehand and the dMIX does not, the dMIX justifies
a promising direction for thread scheduling. Moreover, by comparing the dMIX-K
(the dMIX based on MPKI) with the dMIX-M (the dMIX based on MPMI), it
is found that the dMIX-M is able to improve system performance more than the
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dMIX-K. It means MPMI is better at expressing thread behaviors in the long run.
Therefore, our schemes will be focused on MPMI from now on.
Although dynamic scheduling policy is able to generate better throughput than
the sMIX, we feel the size of the epoch is still a predefined fixed value that will not
fit the different needs from various workloads. For example, for the WL24 the best
performance is achieved when the epoch is 10 million CPU cycles, while the WL25
has the best performance when the epoch is 100 million CPU cycles. It results
from the nature of phase behaviors that phase duration varies greatly across differ-
ent benchmarks. Therefore, a better scheduling option would be based on phases,
rather than fixed CPU cycles, such that the thread management is synchronized to
execution phases.
5.3 The Phase Triggered Scheduling Policy
In an effort to better conduct the dynamic scheduling policy, we propose the Hard-
ware Assisted Scheduling Policy (HASP) here to employ hardware components to
observe phase behaviors, and then evaluate the scheduling in the OS upon recog-
nized phase changes. This is a novel approach in the sense of having both hardware
and software parts in the design, and in total there are five modules:
1. Sample: Sample L1 and L2 data misses for every thread
2. Model: Construct thread models by the OLS regression
3. Phase: Monitor the models to identify phase changes
4. Pattern: Evaluate the scheduling after the changes
5. Thread: Migrate threads if necessary
Three modules Sample, Model and Phase are implemented by the OLM to assist
the HASP in observing phase changes, while the rest are finished in the OS scheduler
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(b)
Figure 5.2: Performance of the dMIX (a) avgIPC, (b) abwIPC
at the software level. The motivation to embed three of them in architecture is to
save the efforts to interrupt the OS and normal execution and transmit data between
the OS and the architecture. The Pattern module and the Thread module remain
in the OS, while the latter one is considered default in most OS kernels.
5.3.1 The Sample Module
The Sample module is inherited from the OLM and supported by its correspond-
ing hardware engine: the Sampling engine. The inheritance refers to not only the
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conceptual design, but also the optimization in the OLM and RAPT. Hence the
duplicate explanation is omitted here, but only modification is listed here. Fur-
thermore, due to the comparison between the RAPT and the RAPTn, we are now
confident about our optimization in the OLM, so there is no need to carry the
HASPn with us any more.
There is hardly any essential change in the modules or engines, but we employ
{1M, 32} as the regression parameter. It leads to the same WS, but the SP is
enlarged to 1 million (1024 × 1024) instructions. Given a metric as MPMI, 20 bits
are enough for the counters and registers storing the samples, while 16-bit designs
are employed in our optimized design to reduce the overhead, considering most
MPKI are under 150 (28 = 256) [74]. The counters and registers are listed in Table
5.5, where TN stands for Thread Number. The rightmost column lists registers for
βˆ and αˆ, which are not available until the end of the Model module.
Table 5.5: The storage for the HASP
Counter Register Register
HASP 32×TN 32×WS×TN 32×2×TN
Purpose MPMI Samples βˆ and αˆ
5.3.2 The Model Module
The Model module is inherited from the OLM and supported by its corresponding
hardware engine: the Regression engine. Strictly speaking, this module takes over
the optimized design of the Regression engine, i.e., the OLM. The Model module
provides the design with two fundamental indicators: the model of thread behavior,
i.e., βˆ and αˆ, and evaluated LLLs, i.e., yˆ. The former one comes from the regression
algorithm and plays an important role in triggering pattern evaluation, while the
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latter one may be used to define the scheduling. Mathematically it is calculated in
Equation 3.6 in Chapter 4.
5.3.3 The Phase Module
This module monitors new models from previous module and identifies changes, and
is supported by the Prioritization engine, which is designed naturally to compare
values. In particular, the HASP recognizes phase changes by comparing new model
parameters with the old. We calculate “first order derivative” for both estimators:
∆βˆ = |
βˆnew − βˆold
βˆold
| (5.1)
∆αˆ = |
αˆnew − αˆold
αˆold
| (5.2)
A phase change is identified when ∆βˆ and ∆αˆ both exceed the threshold (δ).
newPhaseF lag = ∆βˆ > δ AND ∆αˆ > δ (5.3)
To illustrate how the Phase model works, we collected MPMI of two bench-
marks: equake and gcc from their 1-billion representative regions [108]. Every 32
consecutive samples of L1 and L2 MPMI , i.e., {1M, 32}, are processed to form
a linear model, i.e., βˆ and αˆ. The newPhaseF lag is raised when Equation 5.3 is
true, where δ is set to 1. The results are shown in Figure 5.3. We can see that our
linear model closely captures the phase behavior of equake, where flags are able to
indicate major phase changes. Nevertheless, the flags are not raised sharply at the
beginning of a new phase but lag a little bit. This is because it takes more than
one sample to accumulate the changes in βˆ and αˆ in order to raise the flag. On the
other hand, gcc is more challenging that its flags are raised irregularly. Around the
300th samples, flags are raised so often that it loses the purpose of phase detection.
The options to cope with such irregularities will be discussed in the next section.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.3: The model indicates Phase changes (a) 183.equake, (b) 176.gcc
5.3.4 The Pattern Module
The Patternmodule is the one who evaluates thread scheduling as much as possible
and choose to take action according to the objective. The objective, however, is kept
the same as to evenly distribute LLC misses throughout LLC domains, as shown in
Table 5.3. Nevertheless, there are now two factors that ought be discussed in this
module, which are the evaluating timing and the migration skipping. Let’s examine
them separately.
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Evaluating Timing
As a straightforward solution from flags raised in the Model module, every flag
may trigger a round of evaluation, which is marked as “Immediate” approach. This
approach is a good choice when flags perfectly indicate phase changes in execution,
e.g., equake; but it may not work for some other cases, e.g., gcc. To compensate for
this disadvantage, we propose a hybrid approach that employs the concept of both
epoch and flag, which is marked as “Advanced”. In this section, we are focused on
the Advanced approach that is explained in the followed context.
Given we set an epoch as 200 million CPU cycles, it means the system will
evaluate the thread scheduling at the end of every 200-million-cycle epoch, under
the condition there is no flag raised in this epoch. If there is a flag raised from
one thread, no immediate evaluation will be triggered; instead, next evaluation is
advanced, i.e., the rest of the current epoch is cut to 50%. For example, if the
current epoch starts at t and at t + 100 million cycles there is a flag raised from
thread 0, then the next evaluation timing will be advanced to t+150 million cycles,
instead of the original t + 200 million cycles. If there is another flag raised from
thread 1 at t + 110 million cycles, the time to next evaluation will be reduced by
another 50% to t+130 million cycles, so on and so forth. Please note in each epoch,
only the first flag from each thread is allowed to advance the evaluation time, other
subsequent flags from the same thread will be ignored. The rationale behind is
if flags from multiple threads are raised during one epoch, it indicates there is a
growing demand to evaluate the scheduling. Consequently, the next evaluation is
advanced by those flags. If all flags are from one thread, it might be its transient
behavior. So more changes from more threads will lead to a much earlier evaluation
in this design.
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The pseudo-code to express such an idea to advance next evaluation by flags is
shown here:
while evaTiming 6= clockTicks do
if newPhaseFlag[i] && firstChange[i] then
evaTiming ← (evaTiming - clockTicks >> 1 ) + clockTicks
firstChange[i] ← FALSE
end if
end while
Evaluate(Scheduling)
evaTiming ← Epoch + clockTicks
where evaTiming is the next evaluating timing, clockTicks is the CPU clock, i is the
thread identity, firstChange is to indicate the first change of a unique thread and
Epoch is 200 million CPU cycles in the Advanced approach.
Migration Skipping
Another approach to minimize thread migration overhead is to deny unnecessary
migrations, where the necessity is estimated as the changes in terms of StDev.
It means if the OS scheduler sees too little change in LLC miss re-distribution,
the corresponding migration is denied, even though it matches the objective of
minimizing the StDev across all LLC domains. In this way, the OS scheduler can
ensure that the conducted migration would lead to significant improvement, that
deserves the effort and overhead. In one word, the migration is skipped because of
ignorable change in re-distributing LLC misses, when Equation 5.4 is true.
|StDevnew − StDevold|
StDevold
≤ θ (5.4)
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where StDev is the standard deviation of LLC misses among different LLC domains,
new means the anticipated value after migration, while old is the current value.
The Thread module is considered default in most OS kernels, so its implemen-
tation is omitted here. As a result, the example MMMP is amended to implement
the proposed OS scheduling policy in Figure 5.4
Figure 5.4: Model of the HASP in a two-core four-threaded MMMP
5.3.5 Performance Discussions
In total there are five overheads caused by five modules:
• The Sample reading overhead: SO
• The Model construction overhead: MO
• The Phase detection overhead: PO
• The Scheduling evaluation overhead: EO
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• The Thread migration overhead: TO
The EO and the TO are applied to all dynamic scheduling policies, i.e., dMIX and
HASP, and thus the sMIX is excluded. The MO and the PO are exclusively for
HASP, but they are finished by dedicated hardware components. Therefore, they
have no interference with normal execution and do not increase the execution time
of the threads. The SO is also for dynamic policies, but with different meanings:
the dMIX reads all historic samples to get an overview in the past, while the HASP
only reads a single average or predicted value.
Table 5.6: The adopted overheads in the HASP
Overhead dMIX HASP Purpose
SO 6400/evaluation 100/evaluation Sample reading
MO + PO N/A Hardware Supported Model processing
EO 10K/evaluation 10K/evaluation Pattern evaluation
TO 0:60M/pair/migration 0:60M/pair/migration Thread migration
Upon a new evaluation, WS, e.g., 32, samples are read from the architectural
registers by the dMIX to conclude the past information. We assume on average a
single sample costs 100 CPU cycles to interrupt the OS and transmit data, such
that the total SO added to a thread in the dMIX is 100 × 2× WS per evaluation.
Given the default configuration WS = 32, this number is around 6400 cycles per
evaluation. However the HASP only reads a single value, so it spends 100 CPU
cycles on the SO per evaluation. According to our design about the Model and
Phase modules, we find that 100 CPU cycles are enough to finish the computation,
so the MO and the PO are considered as 100 per model. And since we also need to
generate the model 100 times (100M/1M) during the thread’s lifetime, ten thousand
cycles would be added to HASP if it were NOT supported by hardware.
The evaluation in a system with four threads to generate the scheduling pattern
is not that time consuming, and this overhead can be partially covered by dedicating
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idle resources on the chip to perform the computation. Consequently 10000 cycles
per evaluation for the EO is a solid estimation here. As far as the TO is concerned,
it involves the time to swap threads between ready queues of different cores. Please
note the effect to warm up new caches as a result of thread migration is well simu-
lated by the simulator and has been taken into consideration already. Nevertheless,
due to its inevitable impacts on the overall thread execution time by suspending
and moving threads around, the TO is the major impact factor in our overhead
analysis. We vary it from 0 to 60 million CPU cycles to examine its influence on
the performance of our scheduling policies, and also provide a large safety margin
to any unknown overhead.
All evaluation metrics are normalized to the sMIX, our baseline scheduling policy.
The raw thread performance numbers are generated by the simulator, and then we
manually add the overheads from Table 5.6 to each thread in order to calculate
its performance. In this way, we feel such analysis overcomes the limitation of
the simulator, and provides a comprehensive overview on performance considering
various overheads.
Coordinated Performance
Considering the dMIX-M is better than dMIX-K and the HASP has an SP of 1
million instructions, the six workloads in Table 5.4 are simulated to compare the
studied policies: dMIX-M and HASP. Figure 5.5 presents the performance compar-
ison of the HASP scheme defined in this section and the dMIX scheme from the
previous section. θ is kept as 0.1 and δ as 1.0 for all workloads. Other simulation
methodology remains the same as in Chapter 4.5.
Overall, the HASP approaches are able to achieve 19% improvement in avgIPC
and 22% in abwIPC in raw performance when no overhead of any kinds is considered
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Figure 5.5: Performance of the dynamic scheduling policies considering overheads
(a) avgIPC, (b) abwIPC
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at all, while dMIX scenarios improve over the baseline by 12% in avgIPC and 15%
in abwIPC. Figure 5.5 also shows the performance trend as migration overhead
increases in the system, when all other overheads such as the SO, the MO, the PO
and the EO are considered. On average all dynamic policies have shown better
performance than the static approach sMIX when migration overhead is small. We
can increase the migration overhead to as high as 60 million cycles, the HASP still
outperforms the sMIX in terms of avgIPC when the dMIX-M fails. The fairness
of the HASP is justified by its superior abwIPC, as well as the average variance
of IPCs: 0.0617 in the sMIX, 0.040 in the dMIX and 0.022 in the HASP. The
above experimental results validate our dynamic scheduling policies in most tough
environment in terms of performance and overhead.
Furthermore, the HASP has better sustainability than the dMIX policy. Its mi-
grations are only 86.7% on average of the dMIX. It thus introduces less overhead to
the final results, which is shown as the smaller slope in the Figure 5.5. Furthermore,
because the HASP is based on the execution phases, the evaluations and migrations
are closely associated with the committed instructions. Hence, the reported migra-
tions show the frequency of such events with respect to the execution of the thread.
The frequency ought to remain at a similar level, even if more instructions are exe-
cuted. Moreover, the HASP has the ability to identify execution phases adaptively,
and maintain a low level of overhead, which is much better than the dMIX policy.
In summary, the HASP has superior scalability than the other studied policies, in
spite of the limitation in the architectural simulator.
Sensitivity to the Threshold
In above simulations of the representative workloads, δ is available from 1.0, 0.5 to
0.1, such that the average performance is obtained across different workloads with
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Figure 5.6: Delta defines overhead
respect to different δ. δ may lead phase detection to opposite directions: when a
small number is adopted, frequent changes would trigger too many pattern evalu-
ations, which might not be necessary since the phase is not categorically different
yet. On the contrary, a large δ may fail to identify major phase changes, such that
thread paring is not following threads well. Therefore in Figure 5.6, we present the
times of migrations, the times of evaluations, avgIPC and abwIPC. As expected,
times of evaluation and migration are reduced by large δ. It means some changes
in linear models are not recognized by the HASP, such that they do not trigger
evaluation or migration. Meanwhile, the performance is not greatly harmed by less
evaluation and migration. It means to evaluate and migrate only when significant
changes happen in the system is necessary and adequate. In summary, we advocate
δ ≥ 1.0, while larger number may be validated by specific workloads and overheads.
Another variable is θ that we used to reject some migrations when they do
not lead to considerable change in the system. We change it among 0.0, 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4 and 0.5, where δ is kept 1 in the simulation. Overall what we see from
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the simulation results is that migration is affected in several extreme cases. For
example, when θ = 0.0, a migration that did not happen in previous simulations
now is conducted for workload WL25; while one migration is rejected when θ = 0.5
for WL26. Such changes do not introduce consistent performance impacts on the
system, and other simulations, e.g., θ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 or 0.4 have the similar behavior.
The reason for so few change caused by θ is because it is a variable evaluated after
δ. As δ is able to deny most little phase changes when it is appropriately designed,
this leads to any changes that are submitted to θ to evaluate is probably significant
enough, such that it is less likely for θ to deny a lot of migrations.
5.4 Scalability in the HASP
So far we have introduced two improvements in optimizing thread scheduling in
the MMMP: the first one converted the scheduling policy from a static dispatching
scenario to a dynamic paring policy; while the second one implemented the ability
to identify phase changes in execution. The study now is focused on scalability:
is our proposed policy able to scale to larger system capacity, i.e., more cores and
more threads?
5.4.1 Increasing Capacity
We anticipate the popularity of the MMMP as well as its increasing system capability
in the foreseeable future. However, it does not necessarily mean we can arbitrarily
increase both core and thread counts. Especially the multithreaded architecture
itself may come to a saturation point in terms of performance when there are more
than six threads [22, 105, 106]. In those extreme cases that dozens of threads are
employed, there is rarely any performance benefits because of severe cache conflic-
tion. Therefore we believe there will be only a moderate number of threads on one
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core for the future MMMP. On the other hand, more rapid increment in core counts
in the MMMP are considered feasible, e.g., doubling the number of cores with each
technology generation. Time complexity in searching for the optimal scheduling will
increase exponentially if we want to evaluate all the threads across all cores, irrele-
vant to the kind of metric we employ. Ultimately, it merges to an NP-hard problem
[48], and the time complexity is O(nu), where n is the total number of tasks and u
is the number that an MMMP supports simultaneously [109, 110].
Luckily, Zhuravlev et al. [111] found it practically enough to concentrate upon
merely two pairs of threads in a swapping-based policy, which are from four different
LLC domains. Although it is feasible to do more, the performance improvement
approaches saturation very quickly after more than two pairs. As a result, it is not
necessary to perform exhaustive search in order for our proposed scheduling policy
to scale up. All we need is to focus only on a limited number of threads across a
limited number of cores.
5.4.2 Compromise to Scalability
The performance of the HASP was examined previously, and it showed the frequency
of evaluations and migrations is sustainable along the execution in the HASP. Now
the question here is about the HASP in a larger system, such as cluster or cloud
computing. We will take out more designs for the HASP, so that the scalability is
optimized in the most tough environment.
Based on the previous study, we will limit the migration to only two pairs of
threads, so the evaluation overhead may be the only scalability issue in the HASP.
This overhead will be increased with system capacity due to the scheduling policy
has to access more counters and perform more computations. To adjust towards
scalability, we propose to locate up to four cores on different LLCs in the pMIX:
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two of which have most LLC misses, i.e., heavy cores, while two others have the least
LLC misses, i.e., light cores. Then two pairs of threads are selected for replacement:
the heaviest threads from heavy cores against the lightest threads from light cores.
The proposed policy locates all candidate threads first and then swaps them
to evenly distribute LLC misses as shown in Figure 5.7. In Figure 5.7(a), four
extreme cores are chosen based on their total LLC misses, which are summarized
from all domestic threads. These four cores are significantly unbalanced and they
generate different demands on resources at lower memory hierarchy (below the LLC).
On the contrary, we assume that the unselected cores impose relatively moderate
demands on the resources, such that their potential performance improvement might
not deserve the thread migration. In an effort to reduce StDev of LLC misses
across different LLC domains without introducing excessive evaluation overhead,
four extreme threads are located on such four cores: two heaviest threads, i.e., most
LLC misses, on Core 0 and 1 in Figure 5.7(b), and similarly the two lightest threads
on Core n and n− 1. Then they are swapped among four cores to better distribute
LLC misses. As a result in Figure 5.7(c), the four extreme cores now have similar
LLC misses, such that StDev is reduced to its best efforts. In summary, assuming
system has c cores and every core has t threads, complexity of evaluation in the
HASP is in the order of O(c× t) + 4× O(c) + 4× O(t) ≈ O(c2) when c >> t.
Table 5.7: More workloads in the simulation
Workload Benchmark List
WL30 apsi, art, bzip2, twolf, crafty, equake, gcc, parser
WL31 apsi, twolf, bzip2, equake, gzip, wupwise, swim, art
WL32 crafty, mcf, gcc, wupwise, gcc, art, swim, twolf
WL33 apsi, parser, bzip2, mcf, crafty, wupwise, gcc, art
WL34 apsi, mcf, bzip2, wupwise, gzip, equake, swim, parser
WL35 crafty, twolf, gcc, equake, gzip, parser, swim, mcf
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5.4.3 More Designs in the HASP
Please recall that we have two approaches for the evaluating timing: Immediate
and Advanced. The advanced approached was employed in the earlier simulations,
because we assume that it is associated with more efficient operations and thus less
overhead. Now the Immediate approach will be examined in this section.
Aside from the evaluating timing, the evaluated variable is another factor that
might affect the performance of the HASP. The target of the OS scheduler here is
to achieve minimal difference of LLC misses across different LLC domains. In our
scheme, we deem LLC misses can be obtained from two sources: the past LLC miss
value or the predicted future LLC miss value. The past LLC miss value is calculated
based on regression algorithm, which is the average of sampled data mathematically
represented as y¯ in Equation 3.4. We know that such an average value is concluded
from history information, and it covers past WS × SP instructions, e.g., 32 million
for the {1M, 32} configuration. On the other hand, the predicted LLC misses are
calculated based on the newly constructed linear model as yˆ in Equation 3.6, where
x is newly sampled L1 data misses and βˆ and αˆ are estimators. The predicted LLC
misses can be employed because we assume current migration will lead to a pattern
that is valid for some time in the future. Therefore, prediction may help anticipate
workload behaviors.
As a result, there are four different implementations of the HASP, which are
shown in Table 5.8. The listed derivatives here are all equipped with the ability to
manipulate up to two pairs of threads in a larger system.
5.4.4 Scheduling in Larger Systems
More simulations are conducted using eight-threaded workloads in four-core con-
figurations. The workloads are listed in Table 5.7. The overheads from Table 5.6
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Table 5.8: Four derivatives of the HASP
Name Evaluated variable Evaluating timing
HASP-I Average L2 Immediate
HASP-II Predicted L2 Advanced
HASP-III Average L2 Advanced
HASP-IV Predicted L2 Immediate
are adopted again. Hence the overall performance comparison of different HASP
schemes in a larger system (with 8 threads) is shown in Figure 5.8, where the base-
line is still the sMIX.
Once again, all HASP schemes are able to achieve better performance than the
static approach of the sMIX when migration overhead is small. Please note even
when the migration overhead is zero on the leftmost in the figure, we still take the
other overheads (SO, MO, PO, EO) into account for the evaluation. The average
raw improvement (with no scheme overhead at all) across all four different HASP
schemes is 8% in terms of avgIPC and 13% in terms of abwIPC over the sMIX.
However, performance reduction is spotted here when compared with Figure 5.5.
This is because in our adjustment towards scalability, we no longer perform exhaus-
tive evaluation of all possible thread swapping anymore, in order to get reduced
computation complexity. The price we pay is we cannot guarantee the optimal
scheduling anymore, but a sub-optimal decision.
Secondly, the HASP-III is able to maintain the evaluations and the migrations
at the similar level as in the smaller system. As the system becomes larger, the
evaluations and migrations are kept roughly stable, so we will rarely see any dra-
matic increment in the scheme overhead. It validates the HASP for larger systems.
Nevertheless, the major reason for the scalable overhead is because we delay the
evaluation process in the Advanced approach, and limit the quantity of migrations
when the system is large. Overall, the HASP-III tries to search for a balanced point
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.7: Scalable evaluation in the HASP. Numbers illustrate threads’ LLC misses
and line width corresponds to the heaviness: (a) Four extreme cores are chosen, (b)
Four threads are selected for replacement, (c) The target environment is of evenly
distributed LLLs across LLC domains
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Figure 5.8: Performance of the HASP in larger systems (a) avgIPC, (b) abwIPC
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between exhaustively following the phase changes and exponentially increasing the
overhead. Hence, HASP-III shows a good rating for scalability with respect to longer
execution and more threads.
Thirdly, the HASP-II and the HASP-III show strong resilience towards migra-
tion overhead, while the performance of HASP-I and HASP-IV drops sharply when
the migration overhead increases. This is because the HASP-I and the HASP-IV
evaluate upon every recognized phase change, which is associated with considerable
system overhead. On average their evaluations are 25X over those of the HASP-
II and the HASP-III, and hence the HASP-I and the HASP-IV suffers from more
negative offset on Y-axis in Figure 5.8. Meanwhile, they also conduct 12X more
migrations than the Advanced approaches, and thus show quick performance reduc-
tion as the migration overhead increases in the figure. As a result, the Advanced
approaches only explore a small number of migrations in the execution, showing
acceptable overheads in managing threads, but still are able to improve system per-
formance. Among them, the HASP-III exhibits superior and sturdy performance
even with increasing system capacity.
In summary, the Advanced approach and average L2 misses improve the HASP
greatly in terms of the performance and the overhead. And the HASP provides
satisfactory scalability in longer execution and larger systems. It stabilizes the
evaluation and migration frequency such that longer execution will not increase the
overhead exponentially. Meanwhile, it ensures the optimal scheduling when the
system is small, and adopts a heuristic approach for the sake of scalability in larger
systems.
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5.5 Summary of the HASP
The emergence of MMMP introduces great challenges on how to efficiently and effec-
tively manage resources for better throughput. On one hand, resources on different
cores are used unevenly; on the other hand, multiple threads on each core introduce
inter-thread interference, which impacts the performance of all. The dynamic phase
behavior of each thread complicates the issue even more. In order to overcome these
difficulties, MMMP requires a thread management scheme to fully utilize resources
across different cores and to minimize competition among threads.
We believe an intelligent OS scheduling policy is capable of taking this respon-
sibility at the system level, through pairing threads in accordance with the resource
allocation and thread demands. In this chapter, we first proposed a static dis-
patching policy with no runtime manipulation. Then we demonstrated a dynamic
scheduling policy driven by CPU epochs with runtime migration capability. Finally
we introduced our regression-driven scheduling policy which is capable of capturing
the phase changes of threads and scheduling them correspondingly. Our experi-
mental results showed that the regression-driven policy clearly outperforms other
policies due to its ability to capture the thread demands adaptively and then pair
threads dynamically. The HASP exhibits superior performance and outstanding
scalability in both small and large systems, and will be employed in designing the
integrated approach. From now on, the HASP is used to refer the proposed software
scheduling policy, which is a combination of HASP is Chapter 5.3 and HASP-III in
Chapter 5.4.
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CHAPTER 6
THE ADAPTIVE THREAD MANAGEMENT SCHEME
As stated previously, the MMMP faces two major challenges in resource manage-
ment: complexity in resource allocation and variation in workload behaviors. The
Multicore and multithreaded architectures introduce both unification and isolation
to on-chip resources. In such an environment, the behavior of a single thread may
have impacts on other threads and vice versa. The way in which threads are paired
to different cores plays an essential role in utilizing hardware resources with mini-
mal competition. On the other hand, varying workload behaviors make such paring
not necessarily sustainable as time flows. Workloads may request various resources
during different execution phases, such that thread scheduling should be updated
correspondingly. As a solution in the MMMP, integration and adaptability are pro-
posed to deal with such problems. We mainly explore adaptability through the
OLM in previous chapters, while integration will be addressed here by aggregating
both hardware and software scheduling policies together.
We have proposed the hardware scheduling policy RAPT, which works inside
of cores to prioritize domestic threads; and the software scheduling policy HASP,
which embeds in both the architecture and the OS to coordinate threads throughout
multiple cores. In order to construct the hardware and software integrated approach,
the restriction and modification will be explained in Chapter 6.1, such that all
components are able to work in a harmonious environment. Finally in Chapter
6.2, performance will be presented to show the functionality and effectiveness of the
ATMS.
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6.1 Assembly of the ATMS
The OLM is the tie to connect the RAPT and the HASP tightly both theoretically
and physically. It provides both scheduling policies with critical information for
their evaluation. In particular, it predicts future LLC misses for the RAPT, such
that thread priorities are decided based on the LLL. It makes the shared resources
utilized more efficiently in spite of “Memory Wall”. It also feeds the HASP with
thread model estimators, which will indicate major phase shifts during execution.
As soon as the shifts are recognized, the proposed OS scheduler evaluates mapping
pattern in accordance with model information and replaces threads if necessary.
6.1.1 Synchronization of the RAPT and the HASP
Assuming the OLM is the base for both the RAPT and the HASP, they ought to
utilize the OLM efficiently to their best efforts, but modifications in the OLM are
mandatory to support them concurrently.
The MPMI
First of all, the MPMI is now the universal SP for both the RAPT and the HASP.
The RAPT used to employ the MPKI in constructing the OLM while it now converts
to MPMI. In another word, the SP is 1 million (1024 × 1024) instructions for
both policies. It prevents the OLM from processing for two SP versions, ensures
a synchronized design and saves hardware efforts. It further standardizes the data
width for the most variables in the ATMS, which are now solely dependent on the
WS. The reasons that the MPMI wins in the competition is:
1. The MPMI introduces slightly better performance to the HASP.
2. The MPMI reduces system overhead greatly in the ATMS.
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3. The RAPT is still aware of thread behavior changes at a fine-grained level by
updated L1 misses.
Consequently, the MPMI is adequate for the ATMS.
Hardware Support for the HASP
Secondly, the hardware engines support the HASP to their best. In particular, the
Sample module is supported by the Sampling engine, and the Model module
is executed by the Regression engine. Although some OS scheduling policies are
designed in a pure software approach, we embed the HASP’s ability in the hardware
level to reduce its interference with normal thread execution. Therefore, more CPU
resources are dedicated to normal execution, such that system performance is better
ensured. Moreover, support for the HASP does not increase engines’ workload, as
the HASP acquires the same data as the RAPT, or the natural outcome of the
engines. Therefore, it is an efficient way to support the HASP by hardware engines.
However, software efforts are still critical components in our design, because they
are better at overcoming core-boundaries for more comprehensive information. As
a result, the HASP receives supports from both sides with justified efficiency and
necessity.
The Upgraded Prioritization Engine
Thirdly, the Prioritization engine is upgraded to support the Phase module in the
HASP. The engine originally was designed to compare the predicted L2 misses from
the previous engine, so its capability is mostly composed of comparing integers. By
increasing its capacity, the engine is expected to invoke the Pattern module if any
change is recognized for any thread. Considering the instruction fetch policy has a
tighter schedule than the OS scheduling policy, in the upgraded engine, higher pri-
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ority, yet non-preemptive, is granted to the RAPT, i.e., prioritization upon changes
in the estimators or the predicted LLLs. It means if requests come from the RAPT
and the HASP simultaneously, Prioritization engine will work for the RAPT first
and then the HASP, otherwise FCFS. Please be advised, priority does not neces-
sarily change every cycle, but rather the updating is triggered by a new L1 MPMI
and/or new estimators.
6.1.2 Summary of the ATMS
There are in total three engines designed in the MMMP: Sampling, Regression
and Prioritization. The Sampling engines are duplicated for every thread, while
every core has one Regression engine and one Prioritization engine. Meanwhile,
there are three modules with the same names as above engines in the RAPT, while
the HASP has five modules: Sample, Model, Phase, Pattern and Thread.
The RAPT stays in the computer architecture and its destiny is finished up to
fetch engine, which is assumed as a default hardware component in SMT cores.
Nevertheless, the HASP continues two extra modules in the OS and the OS has to
monitor interruptions from different cores. It is obvious that modules in the OS are
software efforts. In summary, we list the hardware engines and their corresponding
tasks in Figure 6.1.
Furthermore, the total overhead is also provided here, which is specified to soft-
ware or hardware. The software overhead refers to the time that interferes normal
execution, and is measured by the complexity of the algorithm. The hardware over-
head may include one or more aspects: area, storage capacity, architectural unit
and/or latency. For example, storage usually is measured by the number of bits
while area and power is omitted. The complete overheads are shown in Table 6.1,
where TN is the number of threads, CN is the number of cores. Moreover, the
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Figure 6.1: Three designed engines are in the dashed rectangles. Double-lined boxes
indicate logic flow of the RAPT and the HASP. The OS scheduler and the fetch
engine are considered default in the MMMP.
area, power and latency are specified to the logic units only, and the latency has
no interference with CPU’s normal execution. Anyway, the table tries its best to
disclose the major information of the ATMS, while some details can be available
after further hardware implementation and verification.
Table 6.1: Summary of overhead in the ATMS
Item Specification
Counter 16× 2× TN bits
Register 16× 2×WS × TN
+32× 2× TN bits
ALU Integer
Shifter Integer
Multiplier Integer
Comparator Integer
Area 0.452mm2
Power 0.253w
Latency 100
Complexity O(CN2)
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An example of the two-core four-threaded microprocessor is shown in Figure 6.2
to illustrate the ATMS’s architecture.
Figure 6.2: The ATMS in a tow-core four-threaded MMMP. The OLM employs
Sampling (Sam.) and Regression (Reg.) engines to generate desired information.
The RAPT uses an extra Prioritization (Pri.) engine to define priority for the SMT
scheduler that fetches instructions. The OS scheduler is notified by Prioritization
engine for phase changes and conducts evaluation and migration.
6.2 Performance Achievement
Experimental results are obtained via simulating workloads in Tables 5.4 and 5.7 in
two-core and four-core configurations, respectively. Other methodologies maintain
the same with that in Chapter 4.3. Configuration of the OLM in all policies are
set to {1M, 32}, such that both the RAPT and the HASP are able to share its
outputs in the ATMS. The epoch in the software scheduling policy is 200 million
CPU cycles, and thus the HASP-III is employed in the ATMS when the system is
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larger. Hence, δ = 1.0 and θ = 0.1 are still kept here. As the constant methodology
in this study, both avgIPC and abwIPC are presented in Figure 6.3 for the two-
core configuration and Figure 6.4 for the four-core configuration. The RAPT is
not affected by the migration overhead, such that its performance is constant in
all figures. The HASP is simulated here by enabling all hardware engines, but its
associated instruction fetch policy for the SMT is the ICOUNT. The ATMS is the
combination of the RAPT for the hardware part and the HASP for the software
part, while the baseline here is the ICOUNT and the sMIX for the hardware and
software scheduling, respectively.
On average, the ATMS is able to improve by 25% in avgIPC and 43% in abwIPC
in the two-core configuration, and 21% in avgIPC and 32% in abwIPC in the four-
core configuration; but the ability to maintain the scalability is well inherited from
the HASP. This achievement is better than either independent policy. The major
reason for such achievement is because of the collaboration between hardware and
software. The software scheduling policy HASP tries to minimize competition in
different cores, by pairing threads according to their demands, and migrating upon
the changes in their behaviors. Consequently, it produces a collaborative environ-
ment in different cores by its best efforts. However, the HASP’s efforts are limited
by scalable evaluation designed in Chapter 5.4. It results in a scheduling that is not
optimal under the condition of minimizing StDev, such that the hardware schedul-
ing policy has to strive to improve system performance in an unideal environment.
The RAPT coordinates threads in the same cores, such that the shared resources
are more offered to efficient threads, in terms of number of possible LLLs.
In quantity, the improvement in the ATMS is not exactly equivalent to the
summation of that in the RAPT and in the HASP, even though the difference is not
significant. It is because that the HASP changes the thread scheduling in execution,
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such that threads have different domestic neighbors in the HASP and in the ATMS.
On the other hand, the RAPT changes the priority of threads within a core, such
that accesses to caches and the main memory are changed. When LLLs are reduced
by the RAPT, evaluation of thread mapping pattern is based on different memory
accessing patterns, such that the HASP is not performing exactly the same in two
cases. Considering the slight difference , we feel the trend is consistent enough to
validate the ATMS.
An issue we notice here is the performance of RAPT is partially affected by
the integration. There are two factors here: SP and system configuration. In
Chapter 4, the MPKI was employed for the experiment, but here in ATMS it is
the MPMI. From the perspective of OS, one million instructions are adequate to
sample workload behaviors, but hardware scheduling policy may feel slow about such
an SP, since it happens at cycle level. The simulated systems also have different
configurations. The number of cores on the chip are increasing, but the resources
lower than the LLC remain almost the same. It limits the improvement that the
scheduling policies are able to make, by worsening the competition for the lower
resources. They together affect the performance of the RAPT a little bit in a larger
system.
Furthermore, the improvement in the smaller system by the ATMS is more than
that in the larger system. It is mostly due to two factors: first of all, the opti-
mal mapping pattern is not guaranteed in the larger system, because the software
scheduling policy searches for the sub-optimal one to increase scalability. In a system
that redundant resources are available for pattern evaluating, the optimal solution
is still available in observance to the objective of minimizing the StDev. Secondly,
contention for the resources lower than the LLC is more severer in the larger system
than in the smaller system. As in the configuration, the lower resources are not
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augmented with increasing cores on the chip, and thus it means more threads com-
pete for the similar amount of resources. As a result, the potential for performance
improvement is limited by such resources.
Similarly to the previous chapters, the fairness of the ATMS is estimated by its
outstanding abwIPC results. Meanwhile, its average variance of IPCs is 0.036 in
the two-core simulation and 0.039 in the four-core simulation. The average variance
of IPCs for the sMIX is 0.062 and 0.035 in the two configurations, respectively.
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Figure 6.3: Performance of the proposed policies in a two-core four-threaded
MMMP: (a) avgIPC, (b) abwIPC
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Figure 6.4: Performance of the proposed policies in a four-core eight-threaded
MMMP: (a) avgIPC, (b) abwIPC
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The complexity in resource allocation in the MMMP and the variation in work-
load behaviors are considered two major challenges in the architectural design. The
resources are not only shared among domestic threads within a core, but also isolated
by different cores. In order to manage the complicated resources in the MMMP, nei-
ther hardware nor software scheduling policies is able to take the full responsibility
solely, but rather they need to collaborate to achieve the optimal results. Further-
more, the varying behaviors have great impacts on the inter-thread interference and
thus the effectiveness of the scheduling policies. Hence the variation in workload
behaviors further increases the difficulty in scheduling policies to respond effectively.
The Adaptive Thread Management Scheme in the MMMP was proposed in this
study, which integrated both hardware and software approaches. In particular,
the RAPT was the hardware scheduling policy that prioritized domestic threads
in accordance with their predicted LLLs, which was provided by the OLM. Mean-
while, the HASP as the software scheduling policy evaluated the thread scheduling
throughout multiple cores, and the objective was to minimize the standard devia-
tion of LLLs among different LLCs. As an integrated design, the ATMS was a novel
approach to manage threads in the MMMP.
7.1 The Problems and Solutions
Two distinguished approaches are adopted to maximize parallelism on a chip in the
MMMP: the multicore architecture and the multithreaded architecture. Neverthe-
less, they together increase the complexity in resource distribution in the MMMP.
Multiple cores are able to supply several threads, but cooperation is reduced through
limiting threads’ accesses to remote resources. Hence not all idle resources are helpful
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to a thread, even if heavily demanded. On the other hand, the multithreaded archi-
tectures, especially the SMT, share execution resources among all domestic threads.
It makes thread performance not sustainable anymore, because of the inter-thread
interference, i.e., threads may have impacts on each other via the shared resources.
In summary, isolation and unification both exist in the MMMP.
Another motivation comes from execution phases in most workloads. It refers to
virtually repeating behaviors at the granularity of millions of instructions to thou-
sands of instructions. The phase behaviors, however, are not ideally periodic, but
rather vary more or less in terms of memory accessing, phase duration and through-
put. It greatly increases the difficulty in managing threads in the MMMP, since
decisions ought to follow thread behaviors for better resource allocation. According
to the experiments, a heuristic approach or fixed assumption could not adapt to the
phase behaviors, and could not optimize the scheduling either.
As a result, complexity in resource distribution and variation in workload be-
haviors are spotted in the MMMP. In an effort to manage resources for optimal
performance, the proposed design was equipped with integration and adaptability.
The former characteristic was introduced by the collaboration between hardware
and software scheduling policies, while the latter one relied on the model built by
the OLS regression.
7.2 The Proposed Policies
We started this design from observing workload behaviors by the OLM, then utilizing
the OLM in the hardware scheduling policy RAPT, and in the software scheduling
policy HASP as well. Some modifications were implemented in an effort to embed
the RAPT and the HASP in the MMMP with appropriate collaboration, which
formed the main framework of the proposed design of the ATMS. Such revisions
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mostly involved the synchronization of both policies, hardware assignment, and
upgraded capability. Consequently, assembly of the ATMS had been accomplished,
which constituted both hardware and software approaches. The ATMS ensured
compatibility of the schedulers at different levels, such that system performance
was optimized at different granularity.
It was examined separately that the overall system throughput and average
thread improvement, i.e., avgIPC and abwIPC, respectively, while system over-
head was also discussed comprehensively. In particular, the hardware scheduling
policy RAPT was able to improve the system performance over the ICOUNT policy
by 32%, while the software scheduling policy HASP achieved 22% more than the
static scheduling policy sMIX. By implementing the ATMS in the system, it was
better than the combination of the sMIX and ICOUNT by 43%, which resulted from
the efforts of both the RAPT and the HASP. The fairness of the proposed scheme
was justified by their outstanding abwIPC, as well as the average variances of thread
IPCs. As a result, the proposed scheme was superior among its corresponding peers,
and could be used to manage system resources very well.
7.2.1 Adaptability
As the execution phases were spotted in most workload behaviors, they provided
great potential for the scheduling policies. The execution phases were of some pe-
riodic characteristics, but could not be observed easily. Some related studies might
involve a priori knowledge to examine the execution phases, while in the proposed
scheme, the phases are observed by the OLM adaptively via a machine-learning
approach. The OLM was able to summarize the phase behaviors for the hardware
and software scheduling policies in accordance with their granularity. Furthermore,
the OLM was also capable of estimating future resource demands that are speci-
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fied to every thread in terms of the cache misses in the LLC, so as to guide the
scheduling policies in a proactive way. Furthermore, the proposed approach was
fully supported by the optimized hardware components, and hence, its overheads
were greatly minimized compared to some other designs.
7.2.2 Integration
Furthermore, components in the ATMS had a mutually beneficial relationship. It
was never the case that several independent entities were forced together, but rather
they required each other for a better performance.
The RAPT expected moderate competition and diverse demands within a core.
The competition referred to the contention for resources lower than the LLC, which
was proved to be the dominant factor affecting performance in the MMMP. Com-
petition could be evened by the RAPT, but it was hardly able to greatly reduce it,
since threads had their stable demands for off-chip resources that were inevitable
in the long run. Given the demands by all threads, the best approach for high per-
formance was to utilize everything that the MMMP had. Once such an approach
was accomplished by the HASP, the RAPT was less likely to deal with severe com-
petition. Furthermore, the demand diversity was more likely to exist by such an
approach, such that the RAPT had more space to coordinate thread priorities. For
example, threads waiting for the data from lower memory levels might issue less
instructions to the pipeline due to pending dependency, while other threads enjoyed
higher priority to utilize the pipeline resource since they were ready to proceed.
The ATMS minimized blind spots in management even if the system was large.
The HASP replaced two pairs of threads from four extreme cores, while others were
left for the RAPT for the sake of controllable overhead, when the system is large.
Threads in those cores probably did not place extraordinary pressure on any shared
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resources, so migration was not conducted on them. When the OS scheduler chose
to ignore the problem, the ATMS was still able to employ the RAPT to manage
the shared resources. Thread behaviors would give themselves different priorities
at the instruction fetch stage, so the shared resources were still managed under the
overall objective: efficient usage. Because of the integrated approach in the ATMS,
scalability did not result in naive resource allocation in the MMMP.
7.2.3 Hardware Effectiveness
The ATMS improved hardware effectiveness in the sense of more achievement by the
same hardware. It was common to see in architectural designs to increase hardware
complexity, and even to involve OS computation [25, 26, 95], and OS scheduler
designs were usually associated with few architectural efforts. What they employed
was solely for either scheduling policy, while the ATMS used the OLM for both
scheduling policies. Now that the ATMS made the engines eligible for both sides, it
improved their efficiency significantly. Furthermore, the overhead for both policies
were evaluated separately, i.e., either enumerated clearly or included in performance
results, which in conclusion was no more than the peer designs. Given power was
analyzed at full utilization, the ATMS might be able to lead to a power-efficient
system, i.e., more throughput per unit power.
7.2.4 Coordinated Hardware and Software
We had reviewed a large quantity of related designs in the second chapter, which
were limited in either part of the hardware of the software. Most OS schedulers
were designed at the software level, while the available hardware performance coun-
ters were highly dependent on the target platform. Meanwhile, most hardware
scheduling polices were weak at managing threads across cores. The demand for a
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system-wide management scheme increases especially rapidly in the many-core era.
The ATMS fulfilled the demand by overcoming the gap between hardware and soft-
ware and between the policies at both levels. It validated a vertical communication
and cooperation in the computer architecture, which would better validate some
other management goals. For instance, it offered the feasibility to enforce Quality of
Service (QoS). By some minor revisions, the ATMS would be able to grant a specific
thread higher priority at both levels, such that it might move fast in the queue in
the OS and its instructions would enter the pipeline more than others. Hence QoS
of the thread could be strictly guaranteed. In summary, the ATMS provided a novel
platform that coordinated both hardware and software for the thread management
in the MMMP.
7.3 Future Work
There are three topics recommended for future work: other relationships in the
workload model, more objectives in thread management, and hierarchical thread
management in a very large-scale system.
First of all, linearity might not be the only relationship in workload behaviors,
but rather some other models, e.g., logarithmic or polynomial, are also interesting
and promising. The employment of a new model will be motivated by research on
representative workload suites, which may be typical in certain disciplines. The
validation ought to be based on preliminary results, significance test and perfor-
mance results. Moreover, models with no hypothesis for any specific relationship,
but processing for the best available option by machine learning are very attractive
too.
Secondly, about objectives in management, higher performance is not sustain-
able if the overhead, especially power consumption, is not considered. Therefore,
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power should be taken into consideration in resource management schemes. It is not
necessarily the case that power is always minimized with maximized performance,
but a practical initiative is to maintain power under a threshold, while further re-
duce it when high performance is guaranteed. Other possible objectives may include
hot spot avoidance and load balancing.
Thirdly, the management scheme can be implemented in multiple levels, such
that it can be applied to a very large system, e.g.,cloud computing and super com-
puters. Lower levels may be responsible for load balancing and thread paring, since
the overhead is small associated with local manipulations. Higher levels will address
some other topics, such as power and thermal. This would enable the scheme to
manage the very large system with diverse objectives, such that it pushes the system
toward an autonomic one.
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